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Editorial
the control of the international bankers who
thrive at our expense.

There is No Political
Solution

Reform of these systems is futile as Revelation
18:4 unequivocally states, Come out of her my
people. We are to come out, not engage in
restoration.
If anyone vainly imagines that any political
party or organisation of man can save our Israelite nations, then they neither understand history,
prophecy nor the Law of Yahweh.
Our politicians are the puppets of the Edomite
ruling elites of Mystery Babylon having sold
themselves as foretold by scripture.

For God hath put it into their hearts to fulfil
His will, and to agree, and give their kingdom
The May/June UK General Election is fast ap- unto the beast, until the words of Yahweh shall
proaching and already our political chameleons be fulfilled. Rev 17:17
are rolling out their vaudeville acts. Many well
meaning Christians are promoting political ac- Babylon is to fall, never to be restored and only
tivism but the question arises how should a Yahweh knows when. While it is impossible to
Christian vote, regardless of which nation they come out of her completely, at the very least, we
live in or what type of government is seeking can consciously refuse our support.
Editor
power? What is the biblical response?
editor@newensign.christogenea.org
Clearly, the systems of government throughout
our Israelite nations are now based upon Capitalism which itself operates usury and is strictly
forbidden by Yahweh. Therefore, it follows that
all current political systems have fallen under
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The Subversion Of the House Of Judah By Antipater
And Herod
By Pastor Eli James

F

olks, this will demonstrate that the origin
of the Jewish people and their religion,
Judaism, is no older than 121 BC. All
claims by the Jews to an earlier origin are categorically false; and they are deliberate lies promoted by the Jews to create the impression that
they are the People of Israel. This is history's
most gargantuan deception. Judaism and Jewry
originated with the promotion of the Pharisees
by the Edomite usurper, Herod the Great, who
had assassinated the last True Judahite King,
John Hyrcanus. This was a COUP by the Edomite usurpers, Antipater and Herod.

Herod The
Great

major historians and theologians gloss over this
history, because the Jews do not want you to
know about these factual events. If Christians
knew of this history, they would realize that
Hittite Jews are impostors who have no Shemitic, Hebrew, or Israelite ancestry!!!! Judaism
would be exposed as the TOTAL FRAUD that
it really is!!!!
After Herod took complete control of this new
nation, he assassinated the Judahite Sanhedrin
and replaced them with his Idumean usurpers.
He then elevated the Pharisees to the official
Judean political priesthood, shoving the Levitical priesthood into the background.

With this COUP D'ETAT fully in place, the
Pharisees began subverting the Mosaic Law
with their own additions and subtractions, violating Deut. 4:2, thus creating a new religion:
JUDAISM.
Since most historians and theologians
ignore this subversion of the House of
Judah, they fail to
point out the crucial
distinction between
Judahites and Jews.
The Judahites were
of the patriarch, Judah, and the Hasmonean Dynasty
was the last pureblooded family to
reign in Judah. The Jews of that time were
those EDOMITES who became Judeans under John Hyrcanus in 121 BC. From that day
forward, the Jews have been PRETENDING
Deut. 7:1-9 tells us that the True Israelites shall TO BE JUDAH, when it is patently obvious
make no covenants with the Canaanites NOR that the origin of the Jewish people is Idumea,
MAKE MARRIAGES WITH THEM. Ezra not Judah. Keep this historical fact in mind as
and Nehemiah make exactly the same state- you read the following articles. All references
ments; but John Hyrcanus violated this law to "Jews" before 121 BC are deliberate falsificawhen he conquered the Canaanite nation of tions of history. The Biblical House of Judah is
Idumea
(Edom)
and
began always called "Judah." They are never called
circumcising Canaanites and allowing them to "Jews," even though the KJV inserts this false
become citizens of the nation of Judah. Thus, a word into the OT, as this misunderstanding is
new nation was born: the combined nation of helping to perpetuate the Great Impersonation
Judah and Idumea, now known as JUDEA. All of Judah by Jewry.
The
following
links give the true
history of that
time but virtually
all historians except Identity historians
and
theologians
equate the word
'Jew'
with
'Judah,' thus perpetuating the myth that the Jews are Judah.
This is a false equation, because the Judahites
never called themselves "Jews." They called
themselves and their nation, "Judah." The modern word, 'Jew,' actually derives from the Greek
word 'Ioudaios,' which means 'Judean.' The
word 'Judean' is NOT a reference to the House,
tribe, or people of Judah, because True Judah
always strove to remain a racially separate
and distinct people, apart from the surrounding Canaanite nations.
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Before, 121 BC, the correct term is always
JUDAH, never 'Jew.' After 121 BC, the correct
word is "Judean," which is a word which merely
signifies a resident or citizen of Judea. It is
not a reference to one's religion or ancestry.
Thus, to confuse the word 'Judah' with the word
'Jew' is to play into the hands of the Talmudic
rabbis, who want you to believe that they are the
descendants of the Judahites, which they are
NOT.
So, as you read, keep in mind that any usage of
the word 'Jew' before 121 BC is illegitimate. It

should always be translated "Judah," which is
the True Biblical Tribe. After 121 BC, the
correct translation is 'Judea" or 'Judean." With
this understanding, you can keep the proper
ethnic differences in mind and begin to understand how the Jews began to impersonate Judah
by falsely claiming to be of Judah and falsely
claiming that their religion is of Moses. These
two falsifications of history and identity are the
basis of the Jewish impersonation of Judah and
Israel.

The $5 Trillion Cold War Hoax
By
Eustace Mullins (1996)
ment to a dangerous and possibly overwhelming
enemy. In my researches of more than fifty
years, I finally located the smoking gun which
exposed this conspiracy, a little known article in
the August 1977 issue of American Heritage
magazine, "Who Started the Cold War?" by
historian Charles L. Mee Jr., editor of Horizon
magazine, and author of one of the first cold war
books, “Meeting at Potsdam”.
"SCARE THE HELL OUT OF THE COUNTRY"
In this article, Mee writes that on Feb. 27, 1947,
"President Truman met with Congressional leaders in the White House. Undersecretary of State
Dean Acheson was present at the meeting, and
T Barnum said it for all time, "There's a Truman had him tell the Congressmen what was
sucker born every minute." For more than at stake. Acheson spoke for ten minutes, informfour decades, the American people have ing the legislators that nothing less than the
been terrorized, not by a foreign threat, but by survival of the whole of Western civilization
their own government. In order for the Federal was in the balance at that moment; he worked in
Reserve System central bankers to continue to references to ancient Athens, Rome, and the
loot the nation after the successful conclusion of course of Western civilization and freedom
the Second World War, they had to invent a new since those times. The Congressmen were silent
threat. The only candidate was our erstwhile for a few moments, and then, at last. Senator
gallant ally, the Soviet Union. The central bank Arthur Vandenberg of Michigan, a prominent
conspirators faced the task of continuing to Republican who had come to support an active
mobilize the people against a terrible threat, foreign policy, spoke up. All this might be true,
taxing them heavily in order to save them from Vandenberg said, but, if the President wishes to
destruction.
sell his program to the American people, he
Today, we are burdened by a $5 trillion national would have to 'scare hell out of the country'. It
debt. Coincidentally, that is the sum we have was at that moment that the Cold War began in
spent on "national defence" since 1945. The earnest for the United States."
World Order billionaires launched a complex, This is one of the most revealing statements in
long-term plan to demonise Soviet Russia. Over- American history. This is the smoking gun
night, they would undergo a sea change, from which proves that the federal government used
the darlings of the American political Establish- a terror campaign to frighten the American

P
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people into supporting four decades of Cold
War spending on armaments. The initial campaign was the "atom bomb scare", which raged
for some years; it finally lost its effectiveness,
and was replaced by the ogre, based solely on
falsified and invented CIA statistics, that Soviet
Russia was the most terrifying military power,
with the fastest growing economy, in the world.
These two CIA claims were mutually exclusive;
no nation could have the world's greatest military machine and at the same time support the
world's fastest growing economy, but the statisticians successfully sold this scare story for years.

was brought to the United States to deliver a
speech at little Fulton College, in Truman's
home state of Missouri.

Hard on the conclusion
of the Second World
War, the Colossus of
the United States stood
astride the entire world.
With the world's largest
economy,
never
touched by a single
bomb or artillery shell
throughout the war, the
largest army, and a
proud and victorious
people, it was incredible that the United
States could for a moment seriously regard the war-devastated Soviet
Union as a threat. Stalin lost forty million
people during the war; his nation was in ruins.
He desperately needed a breathing space in
which to recover. Miraculously, the World Order invention of the Cold War came to his
rescue. None other than Stalin's co-conspirator,
Winston Churchill, was chosen to launch this
new "problem".. Now unemployed, Churchill
was desperate to get back into the limelight. At
the invitation of President Truman, Churchill

1928. A rock-ribbed Republican, he voted
against New Deal measures such as the Social
Security Act. He was Republican minority leader, and Capitol Hill's leading isolationist. When
the United Nations proposal came to Congress,
no one in Washington doubted that Vandenberg
would shoot it down.

On March 5, 1946, at Fulton, Churchill made
his famous "Iron Curtain" speech. He warned
that an "Iron Curtain" had descended upon Europe, the Communist enslavement of the Eastern European countries. He failed to mention
that he and Franklin Delano Roosevelt had
joined at Yalta to deliver Eastern Europe to
Stalin, with Alger Hiss, the originator of the
plan, beaming in the background. Not a single
journalist, anywhere in the world, mentioned
CHURCHILL LAUNCHES COLD WAR Churchill's overwhelming personal complicity
The Cold War, the Hegelian invention of Soviet in creating and maintaining the dire situation
Russia and the United States at each other's which he now publicly deplored.
throats, the "free world" vs. the "slave empire",
THE CONVERSION OF SENATOR
Capitalism vs. Communism, was the final triARTHUR VANDENBERG
umph of dialectical materialism, also invented One of Washington's leading political strateby the German philosopher, Hegel. He laid gists, Senator Arthur Vandenberg had warned
down the dictum that to rule the world, you his co-conspirators at the Feb. 27, 1947 White
create a problem; you find an antidote to that House meeting that to sell the prospective Cold
problem; and you throw the two conflicting War program, they would have to "scare hell out
theses against each other, to result in a consen- of the country". He had an interesting backsus or resolution. This diabolical and cynical ground. A millionaire newspaper publisher in
formula reached its apogee in the Cold War. Grand Rapids, Michigan (later to become faHopefully, we will not see another such travesty mous as the home of President Gerald Ford),
of history.
Vandenberg had been elected to the Senate in

All of Washington was amazed when Senator
Vandenberg rose on the Senate floor, on January
10, 1948, and called for the establishment of the
United Nations. As George Stimpson, founder
of the National Press Club, later explained to me,
America's leading isolationist had become a
rabid internationalist in a single night. A beautiful blonde agent from British Secret Intelligence
Service had been sent to his room. After an all
night political discussion, Senator Vandenberg
awakened to become the new champion of the
United Nations. Although a little known story,
it epitomizes how things are accomplished in
Washington, today as yesterday.
This is the Senator who is described in the
Dictionary of National Biography as "a jingoist
and chauvinist who supported the aggressive
foreign policies of Theodore Roosevelt and
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Taft." Franklin D. Roosevelt rewarded Vandenberg for his treachery by sending him as a special delegate to San Francisco with Alger Hiss
to draft the United Nations Charter. The White
House continued to shower gifts on Vandenberg,
even going so far as to make his favourite nephew. General Hoyt Vandenberg, Commanding
General of the United States Air Force.
THE FLOOZIES OF WASHINGTON

Senator
Arthur
Vandenberg

series of novels by Upton Sinclair, chronicling
the feats of one Lanny Budd (Harriman)
throughout the world. Harriman spent the last
two years of World War II at Stalin's Kremlin
headquarters, dictating to Stalin how he should
conduct the war. After his death, Pamela
Churchill Harriman took over the Democratic
National Committee. She is now our Ambassador to Paris, the most desired appointment in
our foreign service, presiding over 1100 employees.
HARRIMAN'S REPLY

When Charles T. Mee Jr.'s historic article apDuring our discus- peared in American Heritage magazine in Ausions at the Na- gust of 1977, the editors notified Averill
tional Press Club Harriman and gave him the chance to reply in
in 1948, the sub- the same issue. Harriman's response was headject of Senator lined "We Can't Do Business with Stalin". The
Arthur Vanden- Communist dictator who had been Harriman's
berg's overnight lackey throughout the war was now dismissed
conversion to the as uncooperative! Harriman recounts in great
congressional
detail the repressive policies of Stalin towards
champion of the United Nations was examined the captive nations in Eastern Europe (policies
in detail. We recalled a fellow agent of the which Harriman himself had initiated), and goes
blonde British Secret Service agent who accom- on to denounce Mee's astounding report as
plished this mission, one Kaye Summersby, "revisionist". "Mr. Mee has made his own
who had been chosen to mollify General Eisen- sketchy revision of standard revisionist dochower, Commanding General of the entire Euro- trine," quoting Mee's statement that "the Cold
pean Theatre during the Second World War. War served everybody's purpose." Truman needSummersby's intelligence training included the ed an excuse for deficit spending, because witharts of the ancient Byzantine hetairae, who were out it he could not have kept the American
skilled in the arts of "unendurable pleasure, economy busy and productive. Thus he waged
indefinitely prolonged". With Summersby as a Cold War, after the hot war was won, to justify
his chauffeur, Eisenhower was delivered to continued deficit spending. With the Truman
small country hotels in England, while his advis- Doctrine and the Marshall Plan, the encourageer, the political commissar Capt. Edward M. M. ment of American multinational companies, and
Warburg, of the banking family, ran the war a set of defence treaties that came finally to
from London. The enraptured general notified encompass the world, he institutionalised it."
his superior, George Marshall, that he was diAs Charles T. Mee Jr. points out in his article,
vorcing Mamie Eisenhower to marry the prinStalin was a principal beneficiary of the Cold
cess of endless delights, which of course was
War. "Stalin needed the Cold War, not to vennever on the cards. Marshall promptly reported
ture out into the world again after an exhausting
this development to President Truman, who was
war, but to discipline his restless people at home.
furious, notifying Ike that it was out of the
He had need of that ancient stratagem of
question (Plain Speaking, by Merle Miller).
monarchs—the threat of an implacable external
Kaye ended her days as a permanent house
enemy to be used to unite his own people in
guest on a Rothschild estate on Long Island.
Russia." Mee also names Winston Churchill as
Another British agent, Pamela Digby Churchill, a prime suspect in the Cold War conspiracy. He
married to Winston Churchill's son, later mar- states that Churchill "emerged from World War
ried Averill Harriman, the unofficial foreign II with a ruined empire, irretrievably in debt, an
minister of the United States. Harriman's ex- empire losing its colonies and headed inevitably
ploits in travelling the world, instructing the toward bankruptcy. Churchill's scheme for savheads of nations in how to conduct their affairs, ing Great Britain was to arrange to have Ameriwas legendary. He became the subject of a ca and Russia quarrel, while America and
( Page 6 )

Russia quarrelled, England would—as American diplomats delicately put it—'lead' Europe".
As had been the case for some three hundred
years, "leading" Europe and the United States
meant that Great Britain would make frequent
use of its secret weapon, the Secret Intelligence
Service. Its powers included, as we have seen,
reversing the entire foreign policy of the United
States overnight, from isolationism to an abject
embracing of the United Nations; making the
most prominent American general and future
President a "love slave" of a ruthless intelligence agent, and much, much more, most of
which we shall never know.

memoirs, Kennan says that he now looks back
on his cable 'with horrified amusement'. "At the
time, however, he was ideal for Truman's use,
and he was recalled from Moscow and made
chairman of the State Department's Policy Planning Committee, or as the New York Times
called him, 'America's global planner'."

the new campaign.
The first casualty
was elder statesman
Henry
Stimson,
who wrote a memo
to President Truman
in the autumn of
1945, cited by Mee
as the cause of Stimson's disappearance from Washington. Stimson's memo denounced the projected Cold War
as a serious error, and called for "satisfactory
relations" with Russia. Henry Wallace, Secretary of Commerce, also protested against the
Cold War, he was allowed to resign. Mee identifies the "comers" in Washington as those who
were quick to latch onto the Cold War as "the
wave of the future". Those who tended to believe in an aggressive attitude toward Russia,
were spotted, and promoted—young men such
as John Foster Dulles and Dean Rusk. George
Kennan, then in the American Embassy in Moscow, was discovered after he sent a perfervid
8,000 word telegram back to Washington. "We
have here a political force committed fanatically
to the belief that with U.S. there can be no
permanent modus vivendi, that it is desirable
and necessary that the internal harmony of our
society be disrupted, our traditional way of life
be destroyed, the international authority of our
state be broken." Mee mentions that, in his

During the four decades of the Cold War, Hollywood, which never failed to bolster the goals of
the Cold War architects, reserved its bitter scorn
for "red-blooded Americans" who stood for flag
and country. While forbearing from ever presenting lifelong Communists in a deprecating
way, Hollywood made films deriding "antiCommunists" as flag waving American Legion
boobs, a stance which it continues to this day. If
any one of the eggheads and their Hollywood
lackeys were to be called a "patriot", they would
be overcome with shame.

THE EGGHEADS

Critics of the new Cold War foreign policy
quickly found a nickname for its architects, "the
eggheads". Like George Kennan, they were
liberal intellectuals, often prematurely bald, and
unanimous in their dislike of the American people, whom they hated and feared, and their
THE FIRST VICTIMS OF THE COLD Constitution. Their goal, which they now seem
WAR
to have achieved, was to liberate the federal
Henry L. Stimson government, which Thomas Jefferson and the
The first victims of other Founding Fathers had written to "bind
the Cold War were down the government with the chains of the
not soldiers, they Constitution". While ostensibly following an
were American poli- "anti-Communist" policy, the eggheads never
ticians who were re- forswore their dedication to Marxism, and its
luctant to embrace monolithic state.

A PHONY WAR
During most of its history, the Cold War was a
propaganda war, in which the opponents hurled
invectives at each other. However, the militaryindustrial complex cannot make billions of dollars from propaganda; there had to be occasions
of real shooting. We endured the Korean War
and the Vietnam War, with hundreds of thousands of casualties, while Soviet Russia did not
lose a man in either war. Both Russia and the
United States were careful to have the scenes of
battle take place thousands of miles from their
own lands, in poverty-stricken countries such as
Korea and Vietnam. We had the Cuban missile
crisis, a soap opera in which the media convinced Americans that they had been on the
brink of atomic destruction, being saved just
before the bombs were launched by the
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"incredible diplomatic skills" of John F.
Kennedy and Khrushchev, neither of whom
before or after this crisis had ever shown the
slightest skill at diplomacy. The Berlin Wall
was built, to prevent all of its population from
fleeing the desolation of Communist East Germany. The egg heads greeted the Berlin Wall
with praise. President John F. Kennedy made a
special trip to Germany to put his seal of approval on the Berlin Wall, and to reassure the Communists that the United States would not re
move it. And we never did. It was the Germans
themselves, driven beyond endurance, who
ripped it down, much to the consternation of our
eggheads in Washington.
A METEORIC CAREER

George F.
Kennan

Order of the Sacred Treasure. (The World Order, by Eustace Mullins, p. 64). Schiff instigated this war to strike a blow against the alleged
oppression of Jews in Russia, and to create a
governmental crisis by which the Communists
could seize power. The "1905 Revolution"
failed miserably; the Communists had to wait
twelve more years, with Schiff's continued support, before they could seize power.
REMARKABLE HERITAGE
To those who have studied the history of the
twentieth century, it is not at all paradoxical that
the American government should have entrusted its foreign policy towards Russia to someone
named after the man who is credited with bringing about the Bolshevik Revolution. When Franklin D. Roosevelt, repaying Communist support
which gave him victory in his presidential race
against Herbert Hoover, promptly extended diplomatic recognition to Stalin, it was George
Kennan who was chosen to accompany
Ambassador William Bullitt to Moscow to reopen the American Embassy. It was George Kennan who wrote the notorious 8,000-word "long
telegram" sent from Moscow to Washington on
Dec. 22, 1946, where, as he points out, it caused
a sensation, and led to his being summoned
back to Washington to head the newly created
post of head of Policy Planning.

Although
few
Americans recognize the name
of George Kennan, he not only
was the source of
the
nickname
"egghead", he also
was the bureaucrat
entrusted with the
maintenance of the Cold War in Washington for Kennan states in his memoirs that he had the
many years. He was named after his uncle. only office directly adjoining the office of SecreGeorge Kennan, who spent many years travel- tary of State General George Marshall, and that
ling in Czarist Russia on "missionary work" for it was I, Kennan, who actually drafted the text
the world Communist movement. He was en- of the Marshall Plan.
trusted with many millions of dollars by Jacob
THE POLICY OF "CONTAINMENT"
Schiff, known as "A Prince in Israel", who was
born in the Rothschild house in Frankfurt, and However, it is as "X", the anonymous author of
who, according to his grandson, John Schiff, an article which appeared in the July, 1947 issue
had spent twenty-two-million dollars of his, of Foreign Affairs, the official publication of the
personal funds to bring about the Bolshevik Council on Foreign Relations, titled "The
Revolution in Russia. Most of this money was Sources of Soviet Conduct", that George Kenspent on revolutionary propaganda, which Ken- nan continues to be remembered in Washington.
nan, with journalistic credentials, distributed This article laid down the principle of
throughout Russia. Some historians credit "containment" which was to be official U.S.
George Kennan as the pivotal force in the Bol- policy towards Russia for the remainder of the
shevik Revolution, pointing out that it was his Cold War. No wonder the New York Times
distributing of thousands of revolutionary leaf- called Kennan "America's global planner". Henlets to officers in the Czar's Army which turned ry Kissinger, who inherited the Kennan policy
them against the regime and led to the downfall of the Cold War, wrote in White House Years,
of the Czar.
p. 135, that "George Kennan came as close to
George Kennan also worked with Jacob Schiff authoring the diplomatic doctrine of his era as
in financing Japan in the Russo-Japanese War any diplomat in our history."
of 1905. The Japanese government decorated Paul Kennedy, in “The Rise and Fall of the
Kennan with the Gold War Medal, and the Great Powers”, defined the "policy of contain( Page 8 )

ment" as follows: "The view from Washington presumably for avoiding a Third World War by
was that a master plan for world Communist his policy of containment (my studies have
domination was unfolding and needed to be shown that a Third World War between Russia
'contained'." Walter Lippmann, who was a one- and the United States was never seriously conman think tank in Washington for fifty years, sidered by anyone in authority). It was only a
and an adviser to many Presidents, adopted "War Game".
Kennan's policy in his influential The Cold
TECHNIQUES OF THE COLD WAR
War; a Study in United States Foreign Policy, as
America's senior elder statesman.
Kennan's "containment'' policy was just that;
that the Soviet Union and world Communism
would be contained, but never openly challenged or fought against. It was a permanent
guarantee that the captive nations of Eastern
Europe, which had been delivered to Stalin by
Roosevelt, Churchill and Alger Hiss at Yalta,
would never be liberated from Communism. An
organization championing the captive nations
was for many years the most hated and derided
group in Washington, Composed of a few Congressmen from Chicago and Cleveland who had
strong ethnic backing from Poles, Czechs and
other Eastern
Europe countries, it was
a political embarrassment for many years to the
oligarchs of the Cold War.

The government propaganda techniques by
which the American people were terrorized for
some forty years began with the dire threat of
nuclear annihilation. School children went
through daily drills of falling to the floor in
terror of the atomic bomb which would destroy
THE MEN BEHIND CONTAINMENT
their school. Their parents built backyard
In his memoirs, Kennan mentions that one of "bomb shelters" stocked with food and water.
the principal sponsors of his containment policy Because "scientific studies" showed that the
was then Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal, radiation peril would last for at least five hunwho later, as Secretary of Defence, became one dred years, the survivors apparently expected to
of a long list of "Washington suicides", a special spend that much time in their shelters. Nationcategory a la Vince Foster. Although published wide philosophical debates ensued as to whethin Foreign Affairs, a magazine read only by the er the survivors, huddled in their shelters after
Elite, it was quickly taken up by Arthur Krock the blast, should open the door to neighbours or
of the New York Times, the most influential to "minorities" who had neglected to build
journalist in Washington. He reprinted the arti- bomb shelters, or whether they should shoot
cle in the “New York Times”, describing it as those who battered down the doors to get food.
the "most important foreign relations document Hollywood loyally produced many movies
of the century". A shorter version of the contain- about the coming atomic debacle, such as “Dr.
ment article was then published in “Life” maga- Strangelove”, in which insane fascists were
determined to use the bomb to destroy the civizine. It had now inundated the country.
lized world; War Games, in which a mad compuKennan states in his memoirs, "I emphatically
ter tried to trick the United States and Russia
deny the paternity of any efforts to invoke the
into destroying each other; and a steady stream
doctrine of containment today." He downplays
of films depicting "Bette Davises" as little old
both the "long telegram" and the article by "X",
librarians who were deter mined that students
claiming that they have been "misunderstood".
should be allowed to read the works of Karl
He modestly ignores the fact that he laid down
Marx.
the policy which our government has followed
THE CIA RIDES TO THE RESCUE
for forty years. His reward was a post as professor at the elite think tank in Princeton, the Insti- After years of exposure to the imminent threat of
tute for Advanced Study, where he has worked being vaporized in an atomic blast, Americans
since 1950, with interim appointments as Am- began to ignore the threat; many of them bullbassador to Russia and to Yugoslavia. He also dozed their bomb shelters into swimming pools.
was awarded the Albert Einstein Peace Prize, It was obvious to our masters that new tech( Page 9 )

niques of terror The effect of the CIA propaganda lies about the
had to be devel- "great Soviet Union" which might take over the
oped. The Central world at any moment has been equally destrucIntelligence Agen- tive. When conservative economist Paul Craig
cy now became Roberts landed in Moscow during the height of
the vehicle of the CIA propaganda campaign, he was stunned
mass terrorism. It to find that Soviet Russia had "a Third World
became known as economy". I had proved in my writings that the
"the Company" un- United States taxpayer had been subsidizing the
der the leadership Soviet Union since 1917. In fact, Americans
of stock promoter have been living a lie for four decades, the lie
Bill Casey. He be- that we were in dire peril from "the Communist
came
highly
threat". This lie
skilled at peddling alarming statistics about the
has been demorthreat of Communism to Congress, who hastily
alizing; it has
voted vast increases in the "defence" budget.
placed us on the
The oligarchs abandoned the now worn out
brink of bankdoctrine of nuclear annihilation. There would be
ruptcy; and it
no need to spend two-hundred-and-fifty-billion
poses the chaldollars a year on tanks, guns and airplanes if
lenge to us:
they were all to be vaporized by a single bomb.
When are we goThe defence budget had been brought from a
ing to get rid of
low of $13 billion in 1947 to a continuous
our Cold War
budget in the hundreds of billions. With its top
conspirators?
secret budget of hundreds of millions of dollars
They must pay
a year, never to be examined by anyone, the CIA
the price for the
sent its own James Bonds all over the world
destruction they
usually to attack and overthrow "anti-Commu- have wrought on our nation. We must drive
nist" governments and "dictators" such as Ferdi- them out of every office; bring them to trial for
nand Marcos, who had been indiscreet in their their high treason; and restore the Republic
denunciations of Communism. The CIA hired which our Founding Fathers bequeathed to us.
hundreds of journalists to write books and arti- It is this task—not sad jokes about "balancing
cles promoting its version of the Cold War, the budget"—which will determine whether this
always at the highest prevailing rates.
nation will survive to the twenty-first century.
EFFECTS OF THE COLD WAR
The effect on both Russia and the United States
of the Cold War conspirators has been devastating. Russia's economy is in a state of collapse,
with no improvement in sight. The United
States has been looted; its infrastructure, its
roads, bridges and other assets need many billions in immediate repair. We have the $5 trillion Cold War debt; but the most destructive
effect on our nation is the Cold War's effect on
our morality.
The years of being terrorized by the atomic
threat had a very destructive effect on morality.
If we were to be vaporized at any time, it
seemed worthwhile to seize the moment, to take
pleasure, money and any other rewards while
they were available, without (thought for the
consequences, since there would be no consequences. We have now endured the effects of
this poisonous doctrine for several generations.

It is hoped to publish further articles by Eustace
C. Mullins (photo above) as a tribute to his life’s
work in exposing the hidden hand that controls
all of the so-called western democracies.
Eustace Mullins died aged 86 on the 2nd February, 2010, as reported in Jan/Feb. Edition of the
New Ensign.
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Herodotus, Scythians, Persians & Prophecy
© William R. Finck Jr. 2007

T

he purpose of this exposé is to show how, “beyond the Euphrates”, but so do the Armenians,
if one is not familiar with secular history Iberians, Sacae, Massagetae, and all the Scythi(of which much is found in the Greek ans who ventured up through the Black and
Classics), one will not fully understand Scrip- Caspian coasts and the Caucasus, looking at the
ture. The Judaean nation comprise mostly “bad river’s course.
figs” (today called “Jews”) was not dispersed
until 70 A.D., as prophesied at Jer. 24:8-10, Hosea at 12:9 says of the Israelites being deport26:6, 29: 17-19 et al., affirmed by Christ Him- ed by the Assyrians: “And I Yahweh thy God
self at Luke 21:24. While James at 1:1 speaks of from the land of Egypt will yet make thee to
the “twelve tribes which are scattered abroad”, dwell in tabernacles (tents), as in the days of the
and James died before 70 A.D., as Josephus solemn feasts.” And not only do we have deattests, James was not addressing the so-called scriptions of the Scythians living in such a fash“Jews” dispersed in 70 A.D., and neither could ion by Herodotus (4. 46), but their very name,
the “Jews” already spread abroad claim descent “Scythian”, may certainly be derived from the
from tribes other than three only, Judah, Ben- Hebrew word for “tabernacle” or “tent”, succoth.
jamin and Levi, and only a tiny fraction of those Strabo tells us that over 400 years later, the
resettled Judaea on their return from Babylon. Scythians and Scythian Germans were still living in this fashion (7. 1. 3, 11. 2. 1)! It makes no
Except for his long description of Egypt in sense, that the people who rapidly became – and
Book 2, and his other forays into the past, Hero- still are – the world’s greatest engineers, would
dotus gave the history of Persia covering the for so long dwell without house nor city: except
reign of five kings: Cyrus (1. 46), Cambyses (2. the prophet said that they would.
1), Pseudo-Smerdis (3. 67), Darius (3. 88), and
Xerxes (7. 5). These kings are the same exact Herodotus at 4. 61 describes the Scythians’ use
of animal bones for
kings which Daniel our prophet speaks of in
firewood, where RawDaniel 11:1-2.
linson in his notes in
his edition compares
Where at Daniel 11:1 in the A.V. reads “Darius
Ezekiel 24:5. More
the Mede” (a satrap at Babylon), the LXX has
strikingly, Herodotus
11:1 thus: “And I in the first year of Cyrus stood
says that the Scythito strengthen and confirm him.” But regardless,
ans “never use swine
the record is clear that Cyrus was king of Persia
for any purpose”, nor
as Daniel wrote these last chapters. 11:2 contindo they breed them (4.
ues: “... there shall stand up yet three kings in
63), although it is eviPersia ...” (So we have Cambyses, Pseudo-Smerdent that this had
dis, and Darius who actually began the war with
changed by Strabo’s
the Greeks, defeated at the battle of Marathon),
“... and the fourth shall be far richer than all: and time (4. 4. 3), and Herodotus describes a Scythiby his strength through his riches he shall stir up an mode of divination from bundles of rods, or
all against the realm of Grecia.” And Xerxes, sticks, to which may be compared (as RawlinDaniel’s fourth king, not only invaded Greece, son again noticed) Hosea 4:12. (& Tacitus, Gerleveling Athens itself, but also incited the Phoe- mania , 10).
nicians of Carthage (with their Iberian brethren
and others – Herodotus 7. 165) to attack the Strabo (11. 3. 6, 11. 4. 7) discusses some cusGreeks of Sicily at the same time. Where Xerx- toms among the Iberians and Albanians of the
es is defeated, Herodotus – having fulfilled his Caucasus which we find much like many in our
Old Testament, and Herodotus even describes
testimony of this war – ends his Histories.
sacrifice procedures among the Magi and PerOn the fate of the “ten” tribes: II Esdras 13:39- sians much like the Levitical (1. 132). In many
45, and Josephus’ Antiquities 8:11:1, 10:9:7 and instances from Gaul to India, the priesthoods are
11:5:2, not only do the Arians and Parthians said to belong to a particular tribe, such as the
beyond Babylon meet the description of being Magi (Herodotus 1. 101, 140), a practice also to
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be found at times among the Greeks (i.e., the Herodotus’ description of a barren northern
Arcadians at Strabo 8. 3. 25). As the Persians Europe (5. 9-10, et al.) and the evidence of
would not sacrifice without a Magus (Herodotus Scythian, or German and Keltic migration west1. 132), the Kelts would not without a Druid ward to inhabit it, calls to mind Deut. 32:8.
(Strabo 8. 3. 25). Also found among the Greeks, “When the most High divided to the (Genesis 10)
swine were considered impure (Strabo 12. 8. 9) nations their inheritance, when He separated the
and were only accepted for sacrifice at certain sons of Adam, He set the bounds of the
temples of Aphrodite (Strabo 9. 5. 17).
(Adamic) people according to the number of the
children of Israel.” Yet the Thracians claimed
From a map drawn from the accounts of Diodor- that “the country beyond the Ister (the Lower
us Siculus, found in volume 2 of Harvard’s Danube) is possessed by bees (Rawlinson footLoeb Library edition of his Library of History notes ‘mosquitoes’), on account of which it is
we see several branches of the Scythians, nota- impossible to penetrate farther.” (Herodotus 5.
bly the Sakae and Massagetae, the Sogdians and 10). Yet I suspect there are reasons, besides
the Tocharians, dwelling about the Iaxartes river, mosquitoes, that the Thracians were so preventnorth of the sources of the Indus. Their location ed. [Note: Exodus 23:28, and Wisdom of Sal.
here is evident also from the accounts of Hero- 12:8 in the Apocrypha.]
dotus and Strabo. The Massagetae and the
Sakae were among the last of the Scythian tribes Isaiah 10:5-16 foretells the destruction of Assyrto have entered into Europe, as traced across the ia. 10:17-18, 10:20-27 and 11:16 fully assure
continent by Sharon Turner in his History of the that Israelites will be actively involved in that
Anglo-Saxons.
destruction. Isaiah 14:24-27 mentions this destruction again. Herodotus relates that the
Medes were already at war with the Assyrians,
when the Scythians invaded Media during the
reign of the Median King Cyaxares (625-585
B.C., according to Herodotus’ chronology). The
Scythians prevented the Medes from destroying
Nineveh, and themselves “became masters of
Asia”, a position they held for 28 years. While
Herodotus states that Cyaxares conquered Nineveh himself, after becoming free of the Scythians, this is impossible since Nineveh was
destroyed before 612 B.C., and Herodotus is
likely repeating later Median propaganda.
Strabo tells us rather that “In ancient times
Greater Armenia ruled the whole of Asia, after
it broke up the empire of the Syrians”, where he
When this early home of these Scythian tribes is is obviously confusing Syrians with Assyrians
noticed, and we realize that the “rivers of Ethio- (and he mentions “Greater Media” later in the
pia” in the Bible are in Hebrew the “rivers of paragraph). Greater Armenia, that first Scythian
Kush”, and that the eastern, or Hindu-Kush, land, according to Diodorus Siculus (refer to
only then Zephaniah may be understood, at 3:10 Watchman’s Letter #72, p. 1, Diodorus Siculus
where he writes “From beyond the rivers of 2. 43), with the witness of Herodotus, albeit
Ethiopia [Kush] my suppliants, the daughter of indirectly, show that Isaiah was correct, the
my dispersed, shall bring my offering” and he Israelites – and surely with Medes alongside
can only be talking about the Massagetae, Sakae, them – destroyed Nineveh, and the Assyrian
and their Kin! – the dispersed of Israel! It was to Empire. (Herodotus 1. 102-106, Strabo 11. 13.
these tribes that the Kingdom of Yahweh would 5).
come (Micah 4:8, Dan, 2:44, Matt. 21:43), and
the further from Mesopotamia the dispersed Isaiah 13 foretells the destruction of Babylon.
travelled, the stronger and more lasting a nation 13:4 states that “the kingdoms of the nations”
will perform such destruction. 13:17 indicates
they became (Micah 4:7, Isaiah 41).
that the Medes are one of these nations. 13:3
indicates that the children of Israel are also.
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13:12 is surely an allusion to Cyrus, king of
Persia, who led the takeover of Babylon (see Isa.
44:28). Isaiah 14:3-23 is a parable foretelling
Babylon’s destruction. Note Isaiah’s statement
concerning Cyrus at 45:1: “Thus saith Yahweh
to his anointed, to Cyrus, whose right hand I
have holden, to subdue nations before him, and
I will loose the loin of kings, to open before him
the two leaved gates; and the gates shall not be
shut.” And Herodotus said of the Babylonians:
“A battle was fought at a short distance from the
city, in which the Babylonians were defeated by
the Persian king, whereupon they withdrew
within their defences. Here they shut themselves
up, and made light of his siege, having laid a
store of provisions for many years in preparation against this attack; for when they saw Cyrus
conquering nation after nation, they were convinced that he would never stop, and that their
turn would come at last.” (1. 190). After a short
time as Herodotus describes (1. 191) the Persians easily gained access to the city, by redirecting the Euphrates river which ran under its walls,
dividing the city in two; something the Babylonians did not foresee, and a project they took
notice of too late.

word “Arya” is certainly Hebrew for “Mountain
of Yahweh” (note Daniel 2:44-45). The Scythians were said by Herodotus three times (1. 215,
4. 5, 7. 64) to have the σάγαρις as a favourite
weapon, and only the Scyths are mentioned by
him with this weapon (once as Massagetae),
which Rawlinson translates “battle axe”
(compare Jeremiah 51:20). Sharon Turner in his
History of the Anglo-Saxons states that the battle axe was the preferred weapon of the Saxon
at least until the Norman Conquest (vol. 1, page
82; vol. 2, pages 58, 75 & 76).

Isaiah 21 is a parable involving Elam (Persia)
and Media in the destruction of Babylon. Jeremiah 50 and 51 also prophesy the fall of Babylon.
Jeremiah 50:3-4 surely indicate that the Israelites will participate with the Persian conquest of
Babylon, as do 50:9, 50:20-28, 33-34 and 41-42.
Jeremiah also indicates this at 51:27, where Scythian nobleman and his wife
from history we know that people related to the
on the Central Asian steppes.
Scythians (Israelites) inhabited the mountains of
Ararat, Armenia. Ashkenaz is a Japhethite tribe
(Gen. 10:3). Jeremiah 51:31 describes the Per- At 7. 64, Herodotus also states that the Sacae,
sian system of post discussed by Herodotus at 8. the Scyths, were “clad in trousers, and had on
98, a sort of Persian “pony express.” While we their heads tall stiff caps rising to a point.” A
can’t tell from Herodotus whether the Sakae, similar pointed cap, not so stiff, may be seen on
Scythians, or other Israelites were with the Per- the head of a Germanic chieftain, pictured on a
sians when they took Babylon, surely Persian cup and shown paying homage to Augustus, on
records themselves indicate such. Herodotus page 43 of the May-June 2001 issue of Archaedoes describe the Persian forces in great detail ology Odyssey. The same type of hat worn by
as they were less than 60 years later under the Germanic chieftain can be seen on page 52
Xerxes, during his great invasion of Greece. At of the November-December 2002 issue of Bibli7. 64 he mentions the “The Sacae, or Scyths” cal Archaeology Review on the head of a figure
along with the Bactrians. At 7. 66 he mentions excavated at Dor in Israel. On page 49 of the
the Arians, Parthians, Sogdians, the Caspians at same issue, this same hat is seen in the famous
7. 67, and several times relates some custom or inscription of the Israelite King Jehu on the
implement of these people to the Medes. At 7. Black Obelisk of Assyria. A Scythian head
62 he says “These Medes were called anciently dress indeed!
by all people Arians” yet Herodotus is certainly
again confusing the Medes with Israelites who By now I would hope it is evident that Herodowere settled in Media by the Assyrians. For the tus, supported to a greater extent by later histori( Page 13 )

ans, was an excellent and most valuable witness
to the dispersion of the Israelites and then their
fulfilment of so many prophecies concerning
them as we have here seen from Isaiah, Jeremiah, Hosea, Micah and Zephaniah, and even

evidenced in Daniel, another story entirely. It
should now be evident that the Israelites of the
Old Testament are not the same people being
touted as “Jews” today.

An Important Tactical Footnote
Star Wars Lesson 2 - Part 5
By Nord Davis
Remember this truth: Esau is always trying
to steal back the Birthright. Make no mistake
about it, Esau-Jewry fully understands these
racial questions, and knows their awesome implications. There is no Kindred more racist than
an Edomite Talmudic Jew! As concerning the
Jew, his racism is perfectly acceptable by our
upside-down Christian standards. The one race
that is so hopelessly intermixed that it cannot be
traced to anywhere but Mongolia and ancient
Babylon, now tries to insist that they are a pure
race of Israelites! In our ignorance we let them
get away with it. Yet if the Caucasian Christian
wants to keep his racial heritage pure, and seeks
to separate his family from the strangers of the
land along with their culture, drugs and rock
music, the Jews are the first to pronounce epithets upon us, calling us racists when we expose
the tricks of their hands.
Most European Jews and their children here in
America, claim their heritage back to Ashkenaz,
and even have a particular blood disease by that
name. But, Ashkenaz, as your Bible clearly
states in Genesis 10:3, was not descended from
Shem at all, but was a great-grandson of
Japheth! Your deceiving minister knows this all
too well, but if you mention it to him, watch his
eyes! They will roll up in their sockets, and he
will mumble, "God will curse you if you do not
bless the Jews," incorrectly quoting a part of
Genesis 12:1-3 which is a promise of God to
Abraham. But, Abraham was not a Jew or of
Judah, for Judah was his great grandson who
was not born until more than 100 years after that
promise. At the time of this promise, not a
single Jew had been born. Contrary to modern
preaching today, the Abrahamic Covenant does
not deal with religions. or churches. It deals
with country, kindreds, house and land. This
promise reads:
"And I will make of thee a great nation, and I
will bless thee, and make thy name great; and
thou shall be a blessing: and I will bless them

that bless thee, and curse them that curse thee:
and in thee shall all the families of the earth be
blessed." - Genesis 12:3

Is this a promise to "the church"? Is it a promise
to anyone of the Jewish religion? Does this
mean that the families of Cain will now be
blessed through Abraham? How about EsauEdom, are they to be blessed if they bless Father
Abraham? Are the children of Satan to be blessed if they bless Abraham? What nonsense! This
would make the Word of God of none effect:
Deeper still, where has the Jew ever been a
blessing to any of the families of the earth at any
time in their history? Where? When? Anytime
in the past 4,000 years? These same ministers
tell us that Christ is to return anytime now, and
yet they cannot point to where this Abrahamic
covenant was ever carried out in the Jews. It was
to be a great nation [Gen. 18:18, Deut. 4:7-8]. It
was to be the Chief of Nations as set forth in
Genesis 27:19, Deuteronomy 7:6, and 15:16.
When and where have the Jews ever done that,
for heaven's sake? Time is running out for them
to perform if Christ is to come any moment now
with the "Rapture.”, This nation would be a Just
Nation [Gen. 18:19, Lev. 19:15, Deut. 1:7 and
Zeph. 3:13] Has this ever come to pass where
the world would look at a Jewish Great Nation,
and a Jewish Chief of Nations, and a Jewish Just
Nation all at the same time? If the Jews are
Israel, then the Bible is a lie, for this never
happened, and with Christ on His Way any
moment, it is too late to happen now.
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The Great Pyramid
Morton Edgar (from a free pamphlet Published circa 1930)

FIG. I. THE ORIGINAL APPEARANCE
OF THE GREAT PYRAMID
Ancient Egyptian Literature and the Divine
Revelation of the Great Pyramid The Pyramid Allegory of the Old and
New Testaments.

R

ecent Egyptological researches show
that ancient Egyptian literature abounds
in references to the Great Pyramid and
its purpose. These references agree in stating
and implying that the Great Pyramid was built
under Divine Inspiration, that it enshrines a
Divine Revelation, and that the Revelation refers to the Messiah, the People of the Messiah,
and the Messianic Kingdom. The structural allegory of the Great Pyramid has been elucidated
from the ancient Egyptian records referring to
this allegory. This allegory is in agreement with
the allegory of the Old and New Testaments
referring to the Messiah and the Stone Kingdom,
or Israel under the New Covenant. The Agreement thus established confirms the age-long
belief that the Great Pyramid is the “pillar" that
Isaiah (xix. 19, 20) refers to as set by God “for
a sign and for a witness unto the Lord of Hosts
in the land of Egypt."
The Great Pyramid is a symbol of the Christ,
Head and Body (Jesus and His Church). It symbolises, in its perfection, “the measure of the
stature of the fullness of Christ," in that God
"put all things under His feet,” and gave Him to
be the head over all things to the Church, which
is His body, the FULLNESS OF HIM THAT
FILLETH ALL IN ALL (Eph. i. 22, 23). The
"head cornerstone" is the Great Archetype or
Foundation Model for the finished building, and
is symbolic of our Lord as the governing Head
of the Body. Now the Pyramidal (and conical)
type of structure is the only type of which it can

be said that its "chief corner-stone" is also the
"Head" or Apex "stone." In the symbolism, we
have therefore represented two aspects of the
Christ: (I) "The FULLNESS of Him" and (2)
His "Headship." Both existed before the foundation of the world, prepared, in the wisdom and
love of God (i) to receive His saints unto Himself and in unity with Him, and (2) for the
purpose of His saints being ruled over by Him,
the "Head." Our Lord Himself said: "Did ye
never read in the Scriptures, The stone which
the builders rejected, the same is become the
head of the Corner." To be included in this Body
or Structure, as the "Lively (or living) stones” of
I Pet. ii. 5, is to be built upon the foundation
which is laid in Heaven. For "other foundation
can no man lay than that is laid, which is Jesus
Christ” (I Cor. iii. 11). The Pyramid symbolises
that this Body of Christ is the dwelling-place of
God, the meeting-place between God and man
during the millennial rule of our Lord:
"Ye . . . are built upon the foundation of
the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ Himself being the chief corner-stone: In whom
all the building, fitly framed together
groweth into a holy temple IN THE LORD.
IN WHOM ye also are BUILDED TOGETHER for an habitation of God through
the Spirit." (Eph. ii. 20-22; refer also to iv.
11-16.)
"Till we all Come INTO THE UNITY
OF THE FAITH, and of the knowledge of
the Son of God, unto a perfect man, UNTO
THE MEASURE OF THE STATURE OF
THE FULLNESS OF CHRIST:
"That may GROW UP INTO HIM in all
things, WHICH IS THE HEAD, EVEN
CHRIST. From whom the WHOLE BODY
fitly framed together and compacted by that
which every joint supplieth, according to
the effectual working of every part, maketh
INCREASE OF THE BODY unto the edifying of itself in love." (Eph. iv. 15-16.)
This Pyramid witness, which symbolises these
truths, is now giving forth its message to mankind to increase their faith in these troublous
times, concerning which our Lord said: "When
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ye see these things beginning to come about, invisible. The side slopes of the Pyramid, each
look up, lift up your heads, rejoice, for the day about 5½ acres in area, were polished up to
reflect the sun's rays, like a mirror. These reflecof your redemption draweth nigh."
tions had a highly scientific (as well as a spirituTHE PYRAMID'S LOCATION & CON- al) purpose, and gave to the Great Pyramid the
name by which it was known to the Egyptians,
STRUCTIONAL FEATURES
i.e., "Khuti"—"The Lights." In Hebrew, "Urim"
The Geographical Location of The Pyramid is used almost exclusively to denote
Given by Isaiah
"Revelation." Hence the Divine Oracle "Urim
and Thummin," the Hebrew means of communiThe accompanying map (Fig. 2) shows how the cation with Jehovah in the Holy of Holies of the
Great Pyramid occupies the centre of the circle- Temple. The origin of the name "Pyramid" is the
quadrant of the Nile Delta (Lower Egypt), while Chaldee “Urim-middin," literally "The Lights—
at the same time being situated on the border the Measures." In its Hebrew sense we see now
between the Western (or Libyan) Desert and the that the name signifies literally "Revelationcultivated land of the Nile Valley. It is therefore Measures," thus defining that the Great Pyramid
in the geographical position given by Isaiah xix. is "The Metrological or Geometrical Expression
19, 20:
of Divine Revelation." This agrees with the
The Builder
statements and traditions relating to the Pyramid
in ancient Egyptian literature, and also accounts
“In that day shall there be an altar to the Lord in for the use of a Pyramid symbolism in the allethe midst of the land of Egypt, and a pillar at the gorical language of the Old and New Testaborder thereof to the Lord, and IT shall be for a ments
concerning
Christ
(the
Head
sign and for a witness unto the Lord of Hosts in corner-stone) and His Body (the Church).
the Land of Egypt: for they shall cry unto the
Lord, because of the oppressors, and he shall
send them a Saviour and a defender and he shall
deliver them."
The Pyramid’s Bearing on
Israel’s Crossing and Bethlehem
The map shows how the Pyramid's uniform
Passage Angle of Slope, 26°-18'-9".63, taken as
a bearing North of true East passes directly over
the site identified as Israel's Crossing of the Sea
at the Exodus, and bears directly on Bethlehem.
FIG. 2. THE GEOGRAPHICAL POSISize and Workmanship - Pyramid
TION OF THE GREAT PYRAMID AS REReflections - The Name of The Pyramid in
GARDS EGYPT, AND ALSO ITS
Egyptian and Hebrew
RELATION TO BETHLEHEM AND ISRAEL'S CROSSING OF THE SEA AT THE
This wonderful monument was built during the
EXODUS
reign of the Egyptian king Khufu, the Cheops of
Herodotus. According to tradition, it was built
by Seth or Enoch, of God's chosen race in the SOME OF THE PYRAMID'S SCIENTIFIC
direct line to Abraham. In mass, it is the biggest
FEATURES
building ever built, its base covering 13 acres, Units Of Measure - The Earth and its Orbit with a circuit of nearly two-thirds of a mile, and Mean Sun Distance - Solar Year Precession
its mass comprising 90 million cubic feet. In
of the Equinoxes- Law of Gravitation spite of its size, it had perfectly finished stones
Orientation.
weighing 16 tons, area 5ft. by 7 ft., being cemented together with only a hair's breadth of The units of measure of the Great Pyramid are
cement. In the King's Chamber, the joints be- the Pyramid inch and the Sacred Cubit
tween the stones are so fine as to be almost (containing 25 Pyramid inches). This Pyramid
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inch is shown by the “Boss" on the granite leaf.
The “Boss" projects exactly one Pyramid inch
and is five Pyramid inches in width. The Pyramid inch is the exact 1/500 millionth part of the
Earth's polar diameter. The Pyramid's base plan
gives an accurate representation of the Earth and
its orbit. This representation gives the mean Sun
Distance, the number of days in the solar year,
the law of the Precession of the Equinoxes, and
all the principal values and variations in connection with the year and the Earth's orbit, as well
as a true geometrical definition of the Law of
Gravitation. The square circuit of the Pyramid's
base square gives the solar year, 365.242 days,
to the scale of 100 Pyramid inches to a day. The
Great Pyramid was built accurately oriented, i.e.,
with its four face slopes facing exactly towards
the true North, West, South, and East respectively. Its height is to twice the breadth of its base
as I is to 3.14159, the latter value being the
mathematical constant termed pi. In other words,
the Pyramid height is the radius of a circle of
circumference equal to the square circuit of the
Pyramid's base. The constant pi is an incommensurate value for the reason that the decimal
places necessary to express it run into infinity.
For all necessary astronomical purposes twelve
decimal places are adequate, but it is paradoxical to speak of" squaring the circle "since this
strictly would involve calculations employing
pi to an infinite number of decimal places. The
use of the pi relationship in the Great Pyramid
therefore fitly symbolises the Infinitude of God.
This relationship extends to all the features of
the Pyramid, internally as well as externally.
Dated Prophetic Indications Fulfilled - Bible
Chronology.
All the Passages and Chambers are set out within the Pyramid to accord with this relationship.
All their distances are given in inch-measurements of the solar year geometry. The manner
in which this is accomplished shows that the
Pyramid's Passage System geometrically expresses the principal great cycles of astronomy
in such a clear and definite way as to mark off
years, months and days as precisely as any
modern astronomical ephemeris does. This remarkable discovery establishes that the Pyramid's Passage System comprises a grand
chronological scale, by which the principal allegorical features of the Passages are defined to
the day, month and year of true astronomical
time. This chronological system is fixed in rela-

tion to our own times by the definition of astronomical occurrences of our own times, given to
the year and day. It has also been found that the
ancient Egyptian Messianic prophecies referring to the Great Pyramid give the historical
meaning of the various allegorical features of
the Passages and Chambers, and that the Pyramid's astronomical dates for those features show
that the prophecies have been fulfilled to the
year and day. By this identity the Pyramid's
Passage chronology system is found to agree
with the chronology of the Bible in every case.
Dates Indicated to the Year and Day for
Ancient and Modern Times.
The astronomical information given by the Pyramid's passage geometry concerning the variations in the movement known as the Precession
of the Equinoxes and the variations in other
similar astronomical movements of long period
is identical in every detail with that given by the
latest works dealing with gravitational astronomy.
The Pyramid's "Score" Dating - Its Purpose
- Pyramid's Astronomical Data Agree with
Data of Modern Astronomical Authorities.
About a century ago it was proved by Sir John
Herschel that the Great Pyramid's entrance passage pointed to the Pole Star (then Alpha Draconis) about the year 2160 B.C. Prof. Piazzi
Smyth later gave the date 2170 B.C. for the
coincidence. The date by different calculations
lies between 2140 and 2170 B.C. Prof. Smyth
then observed that the "scored line” in the entrance passage, at right angles to the Pole Star
line, pointed to the star Alcyone of the Pleiades
just above the Autumnal Equinox at the same
date. The date and the intention of the dating are
now confirmed by the Pyramid's astronomical
chronology giving the date for the "scored line”
as 2144 B.C., which agrees with Mr. Richard
Proctor's calculation for the Alcyone dating. It
is not necessary to conclude, as Prof. Smyth
concluded, that this indication supplies the date
of the Pyramid's construction. If all the other
astronomical data could be predicted, as we
have seen they were predicted, then the date for
this identity could have been as easily foretold
and indicated. What the indication does give is
that the Pyramid's astronomical year is reckoned
as beginning at the Autumnal Equinox, and its
day at midnight (Great Pyramid meridian).
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The inch is there; the yard is there; the cubit, an
arm of twenty-five inches, is there; our year is
there, our Sabbath is there; Christ is there; our
The British Inch the Essential Key to the In- past, our present, yea, perhaps our future too."
terpretation of the Pyramid's Measurements
- Proportion. A Dominating Factor ThroughThe British Wheat Quarter
out.
Who are the men who have interpreted the mesCan we find any particular indications in the sage of the Pyramid? All, without exception,
Great Pyramid that seem to corroborate the belong to the British or Covenant Race, which
British-Israel Identification? Let us consider the alone of the races is in possession of the Sacred
measurement that has led to the interpretation of Measures. We possess, too, the Sacred measurethe Pyramid's symbolism—the inch. This is ment of capacity, for the coffer, in the King's
essentially the national unit of linear measure of Chamber, while it symbolises the "open tomb,"
the British race. It has survived from remote also gives us a capacity measurement that is
antiquity, and has survived during the past cen- exactly four times the British wheat quarter.
tury the many efforts made to force the adoption
of the metric system, now otherwise in universal Dates Indicated to the Year and Day for Ancient and Modern Times - The Pyramid
use. Without this inch, the Pyramid could never
Date for Britain entering the Great War.
have been interpreted.
FEATURES OF THE GREAT PYRAMID
POINTING TO BRITISH-ISRAEL

Let us quote the words of Latimer, one of the Again, the Pyramid gives many dates that apply
pioneers in Pyramid interpretation, on this ques- only to the history of the British Race. Chief
amongst these is the day upon which Greater
tion:
Britain entered into the Great War. This is given
Geometrical Representation of Astronomi- as August 4th to 5th, 1914, the date for the
cal Cycles and a True Science of Chronology entrance doorway to the Low Passage leading to
the Antechamber. This low passage, symbolis“It is true indeed that our weights and measures ing Tribulation and War, is ended, and the Antein the present day require some remodelling; chamber is entered at the dating, November
but how shall it be done? Not by uprooting all 11th, 1918, when the War ended with the Armiour traditions—cutting ourselves loose from the stice.
past. No, we must come back to the perfection
Other Pyramid Dates for Contemporary
of olden sacred history; of that religion which
British History.
proves that our race is not the result of a spontaneous natural development, but that man came
The granite floor of the Antechamber is reached
from his Maker a living soul.
at a point giving the date December 12th, 1919,
“But where shall we find such perfection? I the date of the meeting in Downing Street of the
answer, in the Great Pyramid of Gizeh, for first Conference of the Powers on what The
within that grand primeval pillar of stone have Times described as "Realities"—the facing of
been found the standards of weights and meas- the issues that have perplexed the world since,
ures, so earth and heaven commensurable, and and that culminated in the recent important
so assimilated to our own ancient and hereditary international decisions resulting from the resystem, that it does seem as if the Almighty ports of the Dawes and McKenna Committees
himself had given them to us as an inheritance on German Reparations. The date is identified
to keep precisely for the emergency of the with the first clear signs of the joint influence
present day and hour. And I beg that our Ameri- that the British Empire and the United States of
can fellow-citizens will most carefully examine America are destined to exert on chaotic world
into this subject, deeply worthy of their attention. conditions. The Granite Leaf in the Antechamber symbolises a temporary condition of depres“Shall we indeed find our units as well as our sion. Its datings correspond to the datings of the
standards of weights and measures there? I can period of intensified civil war in Ireland and the
confidently answer," says the descendant of the industrial trouble in England following the postmartyred Hugh Latimer, “that they are there. Armistice “boom." The days of this period from
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July 11th, 1920, to November 10th, 1921—the by the works of the Law, and under “the yoke of
the Law."
Granite Leaf dates—were dark indeed.
Thereafter we came forth from the yoke of depression, and in January, 1922, as a result of the
Washington Armistice Conference immediately
following the Granite Leaf date, made a Treaty
of Disarmament with the United States of America. Since emerging from the events symbolised
by the Granite Leaf, events have agreed with the
symbolism of the Ante-chamber, according to
which the most threatening events are to be
warded off until 1928 by the unseen (but by no
means unfelt) Presence of Christ.

GRAND GALLERY.—The Gospel Age, the
Grace Dispensation, during which the HighCalling to membership in the Body of Christ is
offered to the faithful; “the New and Living
Way" of the Gospels.
Two Low PASSAGES LEADING TO THE
KING'S CHAMBER.—The last tribulation
upon Israel prior to the Reign of Righteousness.

THE ANTECHAMBER.—"The Chamber of
the Triple Veil" symbolising a period of Divine
The Symbols of the United States of America Intervention provided for the revealing of God's
immediate purpose. The shortening of the
It is interesting to note that the Great Seal of the length of the low passage of "Tribulation” leadUnited States of America, on its reverse side, ing to the Antechamber of the King. The inserhas a Pyramid minus the Apex Stone. Man- tion of the Antechamber has "cut short" the
asseh's position in Egypt was near the Great length of the Tribulation Passage, reducing its
Pyramid. Manasseh was also the "13th tribe” of length by the Antechamber length, which thus
Israel. The United States originally had 13 colo- symbolises Divine Intervention in the midst of
nies. Its flag had 13 stars and stripes, and the Tribulation, for the purpose of "shortening the
Eagle (the symbol of Israel's Divine Guidance days" as promised by our Lord, to save mankind
and Protection—Deut. xxxii 8-17, 29, and Rev, from the certainty of annihilation otherwise
Subterranean
Chamber).
The
xii. 14) holds 13 arrows in one claw and an olive (refer
branch with 13 leaves in the other. Compare this "INTERVENTION" separates the Tribulation
with the British Arms—the Lion of Judah and passage into two portions— totalling 153 Pyrathe Unicorn of Ephraim; and the Union Jack, the mid inches—the number symbolising the Elect
in John xxi. II.
Union of Jacob.

THE KING'S CHAMBER.—"The Chamber
of the Open Tomb," the Hall of the Judgment of
the Nations and the establishing of our Lord's
The following symbolism is obtained from the Government on Earth for His Rule during the
Scriptural identifications and from the direct period of the final cleansing of the "Sanctuary."
identity given by the ancient Egyptian texts
referring to the Passages and Chambers of the HORIZONTAL PASSAGE LEADING TO
THE QUEEN'S CHAMBER.—Represented
Great Pyramid.
as the depression of the continued symbolism of
DESCENDING PASSAGE.—The Spiritual the first Ascending Passage into the horizontal;
Degradation of " natural man " leading to de- remaining without ascent by depression under
the Plane of the Epoch of New Birth or Spiritual
struction.
Rebirth; symbolising the condition of the HeSUBTERRANEAN CHAMBER, OR PIT.—brews under "the yoke of the Law," without
The spiritual state towards which " natural man " ascending progress since the Crucifixion, awaithas been accelerating for ages—negation, chaos, ing the answer to Our Lord's prayer on the Cross,
madness, destruction—from which leads the ""Father, forgive them, for they know not what
they do."
dead end " passage, symbolising annihilation.
THE SYMBOLISM OF THE PASSAGES
AND CHAMBERS

FIRST ASCENDING PASSAGE.—The Isra- QUEEN'S CHAMBER.—"The Chamber of
elitish Age; or the Law Dispensation during the New Birth," or "Second Birth," symbolising
which the nation Israel endeavoured to gain life (r) the nature and sequence of Hebrew participation, under the Law, in the series of events
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leading up to Our Lord's Second Advent, (2) the
manner in which, in the foreknowledge of God,
this participation was and is being guided by
Him to fulfil His predetermined purpose, and
(3) that this predetermined purpose relates to the
final act of the Era of the Second Birth —the
2nd coming of Christ with the Saints and the
Resurrection of the dead in Christ.
GRANITE IN THE GREAT PYRAMID.Divine Guidance and Authority; the Promise of
the Spirit; the Divine Will of God.
GRANITE PLUG IN FIRST ASCENDING
PASSAGE.—Symbolising that a barrier had
been set in the way to Life that only God Himself could lead men through.

In Fig. 3, above, we have a prophetic chart of
the whole history of Adamic mankind on the
earth. The Entrance Passage from its Entrance
Doorway to the first Ascending Passage symbolises the increasing spiritual degradation of man
from the epoch of the Pyramid's building to the
Giving of the Law to Israel. This period includes the date of the Adamic deluge, which
date is given in the Entrance Passage by the
Pyramid's geometrical and astronomical indications. Reference to Fig. 3, when read in relation
to the Symbolism on the previous page, will
show how spiritual degradation is symbolised as
changed at the Exodus to spiritual ascent under
restricted conditions—"the yoke of the law."

The Influence of "The Powers of Darkness."
GRANITE LEAF IN THE ANTECHAMBER. - Israel Passing from “The Yoke of the Law."
The symbolism of God, by His Divine Chastising, teaching His Chosen to perform His Will The continuation of the lines of the first Ascendsubmissively.
ing Passage downwards and to the lower righthand corner of the diagram, however, shows
how promise of this ascent was given to Adamic
mankind at the epoch of Adam, the date of
which, 4000 B.C., is the zero date of the Pyramid's system of chronology. The Entrance Passage, however, still continues as the Descending
Passage beyond the Exodus dating, and downwards into the Subterranean Chamber. Descent,
however, is arrested at the epoch of the Reformation, and the dated period of entering the
Subterranean Chamber gives the epoch of the
Second Balkan War in 1913, as the epoch of the
period of spiritual chaos from which sprang the
causes of the Great War. The Subterranean
Chamber, then, is clearly symbolic of the spiritual powers of darkness creating a state of continual chaos, steadily getting worse; and nothing is
more certain than that China, Russia, Turkey,
Germany, Austria, Spain, the Balkans, and even
Italy and France—with the disturbed Moslem
FIG. 3. SECTION OF THE PASSAGES
AND CHAMBERS OF THE GREAT PYRA- elements ripe to take advantage of the
MID, EXPLAINING THE CHRONOLOGI- conditions—are steadily drifting into chaos.
CAL SYMBOLISM OF THE PYRAMID'S
Israel Passing from “The Yoke of the Law
PROPHECY.
“into" The New and Living Way."
THE COMPLETE HISTORY OF ADAMIC
MANKIND REPRESENTED IN THE
GREAT PYRAMID'S PASSAGE SYSTEM
Adamkind Prior to the Law - Israel under
"The Yoke of the Law." - The Promise Before
the Law -Natural Man Without the Law and
Without the Spirit.

Israel, on the other hand, is shown by the symbolism of the first Ascending Passage to be
under "the tuition of the Law" until Christ. The
roof of the first Ascending Passage therefore
ends at the level of the plane of the epoch of
New Birth or Spiritual Rebirth. This is the roof
of the Doorway to the Grand Gallery— symbol-
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ic of the Gospel Age, "the New and Living
Way"—and appropriately the Pyramid dating
for this entrance is Friday, April 7th ( Julian),
15th Nisan (Passover), A.D. 30, the date of our
Lord's Crucifixion.

November 11th, 1918. Finally, it gives May
29-30th, 1928, as the date of the resumption of
tribulation, to end with the last great war of
Armageddon, when our Lord is to come and set
up His kingdom and the kingdoms of the world
become the Kingdom of our Lord.

The Ceasing of the Literal “Daily Sacrifice,"
and the Scattering Abroad of the Holy People 99.9 per cent. of the prophecy of the Great
in "The New and Living Way” and of the Pyramid has been fulfilled. May we not be
Hebrews under “The Yoke of the Law."
certain that the last and most important promise
will also be fulfilled?
The Well-shaft—tunnelled upwards from the
lower end of the Descending Passage—may be
symbolic of the intrusion of dogma and pagan
doctrines into the faith of the first Christian
community of " Living Witnesses," and of the
utter perversion of the Hebrew Messianic faith
that led to the revolt of A.D. 66, and the Destruction of Jerusalem in A.D. 70, when the literal "
daily sacrifice ceased " ; since the central dating
of the Well opening is A.D. 70.
“The Consummation of the Age."
With this date as central epoch, both the Edomite
Jews and the early Christian community were
"scattered abroad"—the Edomites compelled to
follow the conditions symbolised by the horizontal passage into the Queen's Chamber, and
the Elect People of God to follow the "New and
Living Way" by scattering abroad and filling the
whole world with fruitfulness and the Light of
the Gospel. These conditions of active Lightbearing and fruitfulness in expansion are symbolised as suddenly restricted at the dated epochs of the Low Passages of Tribulation,
August 4th, 1914, to November 11th, 1918, and
again from May 29th, 1928, to September 16th,
1936. Although these passages portray great
trouble for the British Race, as we believe, yet
we must also bear in mind our Lord's injunction
at this time: “When ye see these things beginning to come about, look up, lift up your heads,
rejoice, for the day of your redemption draweth
nigh."

FIG. 4, THE SHORTENING OF THE TIME
AS SHOWN IN THE GREAT PYRAMID.

THE SHORTENING OF THE TIME AS
SHOWN IN THE GREAT PYRAMID

The diagram shown in Fig. 4 represents the Last
Low Passages into the King's Chamber to a
large scale. These Passages symbolise the Elect
Race going through the period of Tribulation
called "Jacob's Trouble." This time was referred
to by our Lord when He said "that no flesh
would be saved except those times were shortened, but for the sake of the Elect they shall be
shortened" This "shortening" is symbolised by
the insertion of the Antechamber into what otherwise would have been a single passage of
Tribulation from August 4th, 1914, to September 6th, 1936. The "shortening" has reduced the
total length of the two resulting passages to 153
Pyramid inches; 153 symbolising the Elect in
The Coming of the King.
John xxi. 11. Unless a further shortening of the
The Great Pyramid was built under Divine Inspi- time—of which there is no apparent
ration and gives symbolically the history of the indication—can be shown to apply, the sym6,000 years of Adamic man on earth— past, bolism indicates that the Elect Race will enter
present and future. It gives the date of the Cruci- into the initial [millennial] conditions, symbolfixion, Friday, April 7th, A.D. 30, the date of the ised by the King's Chamber where we find the
beginning of the Great War, August 4th, 1914, "open tomb," by September, 1936. What finer
and the date of its termination at the Armistice, symbolism could be found for the Resurrection,
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and for the utterance of St. Paul, that has rung
down the ages:

Harold Stough Notes

"O Death! where is thy sting?
O Grave! where is thy victory?”
But we must always remember that " Thus saith
the Lord God: I will yet for this be inquired of
by the House of Israel to do it for them."
A.—Gives the date August 4th-5th, 1914 (pp. 4
and 6).
B—November 11th, 1918 (pp. 4 and 6).

Bath Roman Or
British?

C.—December 12th, 1919, the date of the First
Conference of the Powers on World "Realities,"
The legend inscribed on the plaque photodealt with on p. 4.
graphed on the wall of the pool at Bath, Avon,
D.—July 11th, 1920, the beginning of a period England reads:
of intensified Civil War in Ireland, and of the
industrial and financial depression in England “BLADUD, Son of Ludhudribas, eighth King of
the Britons from Brute a great philosopher and
following the post-Armistice "boom" (p. 4).
Mathematician, bred at Athens and recorded the
E.—November 10th 1921, the date of the pass- first discover and founder of these baths eight
ing out from under the symbol of the yoke of hundred sixty three years before Christ, that is
depression. On this date the terms of agreement two thousand and five hundred sixty two years
between the British Cabinet and the Irish Dele- to the present year 1699.”
gates were drafted in the form of a Cabinet Note
and sent to the Ulster leaders. These terms
formed the basis of the Irish Settlement. Thereafter followed Washington Armaments Conference and Treaty of Disarmament (p. 4).
F.—May 29th to 30th, 1928 (p. 6).
G.—September 15th to 16th, 1936 (p. 6).

The guides at the Bath say its history begins
with the Romans and when I asked why they
didn't start with Bladud they just laughed and
said they believed his pigs first stumbled into it
and he used to bathe in the mud; but I cannot
accept that a king's son, educated in Mathematics, in Athens, wouldn't have known how to
build a wall around a hot spring! (Contributed
by Oohna Voigt - from Thy Kingdom,. December 1990)

Royal Title Defender Of The
Faith
Conferred on Henry VIII by Leo X for his book
"Assertio Septem Sacramentorum" (1521).

The Great Pyramid and
the Sphinx

At the Dissolution of the
Monasteries, the Pope
stripped Henry of the
title, but Parliament
(1544) confirmed it on
Henry and his successors in perpetuity.
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The British Constitution – Part 1
Extracted From The UK Column 2009
Editor’s Note: We wish to express our
gratitude to the proprietor of The UK Column for permission to reproduce this article
and the following one on fluoridation of
water. We would encourage all our readers
to subscribe to the UK Column - Contact
details given in advert on page 24.

we should pay close attention. Discussing the
British Parliament and Constitution, he wrote:

"If the people are not equitably represented in the
house of commons, this is a departure in practice from the theory. — If the lords return members of the house of commons, this is an
additional disturbance of the balance: whether
The Ministry of Justice has this to say about the the crown and the people in such a case will not
see the necessity of uniting in a remedy, are
Constitution –
questions beyond my pretensions: I only con"The British Constitution is not, as it is in many tend that the English constitution is, in theory,
countries, a `written constitution'. It is not codi- the most stupendous fabric of human invention,
fied in a single document but is made up of a both for the adjustment of the balance, and the
complex web of statutes, conventions, and a prevention of its vibrations; and that the Americorpus of common and other law. It is also cans ought to be applauded instead of censured,
informed by an interweaving of history and for imitating it, as far as they have. Not the
more modern democratic principles. The legal formation of languages, not the whole art of
premise of the United Kingdom constitution – navigation and ship building, does more honour
that the UK parliament is sovereign – is a funda- to the human understanding than this system of
mental part of our constitutional arrangements. government."
This means that an Act of Parliament must be
obeyed by the courts, that later acts prevail over So what is this Constitution that the Ministry of
earlier ones, and that the rules made by external Justice denies, and yet was held in high regard
by one of the authors of the American constitubodies cannot override Acts of Parliament.
tion? Why would they wish to brush it under the
"The Bill of Rights carpet?
1689 and Magna
Carta are imporCommon Law
tant elements of
our Constitution.
Common Law was esMagna Carta is Pritablished by Alfred
mary legislation
the
Great,
who
and has the same
reigned from 871-899
status as any other
AD. He compiled the
legislation and is
laws and customs of
not immune from
the nation into the
repeal or amend"Liber
Judicialis,"
ment. The same apbased on the Ten Complies to the Bill of Rights which was an ordinary
mandments and the
Act of Parliament passed in the ordinary way."
Golden Rule. Alfred's
son, Edward, declared
This statement is designed to nullify our Constitution and the protections it provides.
"To all who are charged with the administration
of public affairs I give the express command
The first line, for example, states that the British that they show themselves in all things to be just
Constitution is "unwritten." This is untrue often judges precisely as in the Liber Judicialis it is
repeated and unqualified in the press.
written; nor shall any of them fear to declare the
common law freely and courageously"
It is worth quoting U.S. President John Adams
here, because he makes a few points to which
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In contradiction to the Common Law, the Civil
Law of Rome prevailed in continental Europe.
When William the Conqueror invaded in 1066,
he brought with him jurists and clerics steeped
in the principles of Roman civil law. Our ancient laws and customs withstood the shock, and
remained without any serious amendment. Common Law includes the Charter of Liberties,
which makes the Monarch subject to the law,
the 1102 Synod of Westminster, which abolished slavery in England, the 1627 Petition of
Right, which granted the right to criticise the
government without fear of arrest, as well as
Magna Carta and the Declaration of Right. Common Law defends property rights and rights to
self defence.

The first English Parliament took place in
1265, during the
reign of Henry III.
The Parliament was
called by Simon de
Montford, who had
captured Henry during the Barons Wars.
Montford's
Parliament was the first council to include elected
representatives from the shires and boroughs one of many reforms Montford's rebellion was
about.

Montford died defending his reforms, but in
1275, Robert Burnell incorporated them into the
Many of our greatest constitutional documents first Statute of Westminster, passed during the
are Common Law documents. These are not reign of Edward I. According to William Stubbs,
Acts of Parliament. Their principles cannot be the British constitutional historian,
repealed by Parliament, and when our Monarch
swore to uphold the "laws and customs" of the "This act is almost a code by itself; it contains
people of the United Kingdom at her Corona- fifty-one clauses, and covers the whole ground
tion, those "laws and customs" include Com- of legislation. Its language now recalls that of
mon Law.
Canute or Alfred, now anticipates that of our
own day; on the one hand common right is to be
done to all, as well poor as rich, without respect
Statutes of Westminster
of persons; on the other, elections are to be free,
and no man is by force, malice or menace, to
disturb them. The spirit of the Great Charter is
not less discernible: excessive amercements,
abuses of wardship, irregular demands for feudal aids, are forbidden in the same words or by
amending enactments."
Only Clause 15, known as the Freedom of Election Act 1275, is still in force today.
Part 2 in next edition

The UK Column
The word Parliament comes from the French
word parlement. Parlement is derived from parler, to speak, and ment, which according to Bullet's Celtic dictionary, published in 1754, is
synonymous with quantité. So Parliament
means, lots of talk, a discussion. Some suggest
a more ironic derivation for the word, that ment
is derived from the French verb mentir, to lie.
The first known use of the word mentir is the
10th century, well before the first Parliament, so
maybe ... The second explanation certainly
seems more appropriate in modern Britain.

For the real uncensored news
from Great Britain. Find
out what your politicians
are really up to!
County House, 12/13
Sussex Street, Plymouth PL1 2HR
email: editor@ukcolumn.org
Tel: +44 (0) 1752 312743
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State Sanctioned Murder
Fluoridation - Poisoning With Intent
"Since 1993, drinking water has not been treated
with fluoride in public water supplies throughout the Czech Republic. Although fluoridation
of drinking water has not actually been proscribed it is not under consideration because this
form of supplementation is considered:
• uneconomical (only 0.54% of water suitable for drinking is used as such; the remainder
is employed for hygiene etc. Furthermore, an
increasing amount of consumers (particularly
children) are using bottled water for drinking
(underground water usually with fluoride)
• unecological (environmental load by a forn overwhelming body of independent eign substance)
scientific research has shown that fluoride is a neurotoxin causing lower IQs, • unethical ("forced medication")
cancer, changing bone structure and strength,
birth defects and prenatal deaths, acute adverse • toxicologically and phyiologically debatareactions, skeletal fluorosis, increased lead lev- ble (fluoridation represents a untargeted form of
els in blood, osteoarthritis, repetitive stress inju- supplementation which disregards actual indiry, permanent disfigurement of teeth in children, vidual intake and requirements and may lead to
inhibiting of key enzymes and negatively affect- excessive health-threatening intake in certain
ing neural system, suppressed thyroid function, population groups; [and] complexation of fluoacute poisoning and impairment of the immune ride in water into non biological active forms of
fluoride."
system.

A

Despite all of this we have long been told that
fluoride in small amounts is good to prevent
tooth decay. Apparently, this is the only reason
why this potent neuro-toxin which is more toxic
than lead and almost as toxic as arsenic is added
into our water supplies, toothpastes, mouth
washes, supplement tables and more. Two
thirds of U.S water supplies are fluorinated.
Other countries like United Kingdom, Ireland,
Canada, Spain, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Hong Kong, Israel, South Korea, Malaysia,
New Zealand, Philippines, Singapore, Vietnam
and Australia also fluoridate their water in varying degree. Luckily many European developed
nations such as Germany, France, Belgium,
Luxembourg, Sweden, Denmark, Norway,
Netherlands, Northern Ireland, Czech Republic
and Austria realized the dangers associated with
fluoride and refused to add it to their water
supplies.

Dr. Arvid Carlsson,
who received the revered Nobel Prize for
Medicine (2000) stated:
"I am quite convinced
that water fluoridation,
in a not-too distant future, will be consigned
to medical history... Water fluoridation goes against leading principles
of pharmacotherapy, which is progressing from
a stereotyped medication - of the type 1 tablet 3
times a day - to a much more individualized
therapy as regards both dosage and selection of
drugs. The addition of drugs to the drinking
water means exactly the opposite of an individualized therapy."

Dr. Peter Mansfield, a physician from the UK
and member of advisory board of government
Dr. B. Havlik makes the following statements review of fluoridation (McDonagh et al 2000):
regarding Fluoride:
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"No physician in his right senses would prescribe
for a person he has never met, whose medical
history he does not know, a substance which is
intended to create bodily change, with the advice: “Take as much as you like, but you will
take it for the rest of your life because some
children suffer from tooth decay. It is a preposterous notion."

mouthwash, drinking bottled mineral water with
added fluoride, taking supplements with added
fluoride and so on. Fluoride has been shown
countless times to have no beneficial use in
dental health whatsoever. Some government
funded organisations claim that fluoride was
proved to help because tooth decay in U.S.
declined since the start of water fluoridation.
Exactly the same decline of tooth decay was
recorded in other countries that do not fluoridate
their water supplies.

The case for Fluoridation is a lie, do not fall
victim to the propaganda pushed out through the
media and any "scientific" publications that
clearly have an agenda, often such papers contain ridiculous errors for example the research
of Dr Hodge, who was the chief of fluoride
research for the atomic bomb program. Hodge
made a serious error in his calculations where he
calculated that 20-80mg of fluoride for 10-20
years would be necessary to produce skeletal
fluorosis. This was published by National Academy of Sciences/National Research Council Do you honestly think that your government
(NAS/NRC) in 1953 and consequently cited in cares about your teeth? If that was the case,
many publications promoting the use of would it not be a better idea to add vitamins to
fluoride[32-34]. Hence all of these deceptive the water supplies instead? This waste product
scientific publications blindly accepted Hodge's is even finding its way into certain brands of
miscalculation where he did not convert pound bottled water as if it is a natural ingredient.
into kilograms in this formula: 0.2 mg x 100 Fluoride also turns up as a basic component of
(lbs) = 20 mg and 0.35 x 229 (lbs) = 80 mg. Sarin nerve gas, Prozac antidepressants and the
When the formula is corrected the correct calcu- sole ingredient of rat poisons. It was used in the
lation is less than half that of Hodge's calcula- Nazi concentration camps to make prisoners
tion: 0.2 mg x 45.35 (kg) = 9.1 mg and 0.35 x "stupid and docile" (Stephens 1995). What doubt
103.87 (kg) = 36.4 mg.
is there left to remove? Anyone need only look
past the narrow confines of state induced brainWater fluoridation is only one of the ways to washing to find credible sources that dismiss the
force people to ingest fluoride. Even if you are lie on fluoridation and connect the dots on one
lucky and do not live in an area with fluorinated of the greatest medical scams of last century.
water it is very likely that you take this neurotoxWith Acknowledgement to
in on daily basis without your awareness. For
The UK Column - October 2009
example by using fluoride toothpaste and
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The Missing Preface to the King James
Version 1611
he following believe, deliberate suppression of the Preface to
thesis by a the 1611 King James Version.
modern manu- Editor’s Note:
script scholar, now
deceased, protests Because of the length and technical explanation
the omission of the of the translators’ preface, an edited version is
Translators’ Pref- reproduced below. Those readers who would
ace to the 1611 like to see the full document, this will be gladly
King James Ver- supplied by e-mail on making your request
sion from King known to the editor of the New Ensign
James Bibles for the
THE PRAISE OF THE HOLY
past 100 years. We
SCRIPTURES
are left to wonder
why it has been left But now what piety without truth? What truth
to
a
“modern” (what saving truth) without the word of God?
scholar to issue this What word of God (whereof we may be sure)
compelling and legitimate objection to the re- without the Scripture? The Scriptures we are
moval of the Translators’ Preface. What other commanded to search. John 5:39. Isa 8:20. They
book would be published without its preface, are commended that searched and studied them.
the preliminary essay in which the author or Acts 8:28-29, 17:11. They are reproved that
authors explain their intentions and methods of were unskilful in them, or slow to believe them.
research, define the scope of their work and Matt 22:29. Luke 24:25. They can make us wise
present invaluable background information to unto salvation. 2 Tim 3:15. If we be ignorant,
the reader? Why is it that a modern scholar they will instruct us; if out of the way, they will
endeavoured for years to restore the Translators’ bring us home; if out of order, they will reform
Preface to the King James Bible, but among the us; if in heaviness, comfort us; if dull, quicken
multitude of KJV-Only leaders who claim to us; if cold, inflame us. Tolle, lege; Tolle, lege,
defend the KJV, not one has so much as regis- Take up and read, take up and read the Scriptered a complaint about the removal of the Pref- tures [S. August. confess. lib 8 cap 12], (for unto
ace and demanded its restoration by the them was the direction) it was said unto S.
publishing houses and Bible societies – nor Augustine by a supernatural voice. "Whatsoever
have any of them independently published King is in the Scriptures, believe me," saith the same
James Bibles which include the Preface. Nei- S. Augustine, "is high and divine; there is verily
ther do the so-called defenders of the 1611 King truth, and a doctrine most fit for the refreshing
James Version educate KJV readers as to the of men's minds, and truly so tempered, that
contents of the Translators' Preface; nor do they everyone may draw from thence that which is
cite the Translators’ own words in their defence sufficient for him, if he come to draw with a
of the KJV, but invent dishonest explanations devout and pious mind, as true Religion reconcerning the various translation issues. quireth." [S. August. de utilit. credendi cap. 6]
Why? We submit that dissemination of the Thus S. Augustine. and S. Jerome: "Ama scriptuTranslators’ Preface would provide Christians ras, et amabit te sapientia etc." [S. Jerome. ad
with invaluable facts concerning the translation Demetriad] Love the Scriptures, and wisdom
of the 1611 KJV – facts that would enlighten will love thee. And S. Cyril against Julian;
and protect them against the great quantity of "Even boys that are bred up in the Scriptures,
false and misleading information that has issued become most religious, etc." [S. Cyril. 7 contra
forth from the leadership of the KJV-Only Iulianum] But what mention we three or four
movement. It is for this reason that we offer uses of the Scripture, whereas whatsoever is to
Professor Edgar J. Goodspeed’s “Thesis on the be believed or practiced, or hoped for, is conTranslators' Preface” – not as an endorsement of tained in them? or three or four sentences of the
modern scholarship – but to inform our readers Fathers, since whosoever is worthy the name of
of the ramifications of the disastrous and, we

T
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a Father, from Christ's time downward, hath
likewise written not only of the riches, but also
of the perfection of the Scripture? "I adore the
fullness of the Scripture," saith Tertullian
against Hermogenes. [Tertul. advers. Hermo.]
And again, to Apelles an heretic of the like
stamp, he saith; "I do not admit that which thou
bringest in (or concludest) of thine own (head or
store, de tuo) without Scripture." [Tertul. de
carne Christi.] So Saint Justin Martyr before
him; "We must know by all means," saith he,
"that it is not lawful (or possible) to learn
(anything) of God or of right piety, save only
out of the Prophets, who teach us by divine
inspiration."
So Saint Basil
after Tertullian,
"It is a manifest
falling
way
from the Faith,
and a fault of
presumption,
either to reject
any of those
things that are
written, or to
bring in (upon the head of them) any of those
things that are not written. We omit to cite to the
same effect, S. Cyril B. of Jerusalem in his 4
Cataches., Saint Jerome against Helvidius, Saint
Augustine in his 3 books against the letters of
Petilian, and in very many other places of his
works. Also we forebear to descend to later
Fathers, because we will not weary the reader.
The Scriptures then being acknowledged to be
so full and so perfect, how can we excuse ourselves of negligence, if we do not study them, of
curiosity, if we be not content with them? Men
talk much of [an olive bow wrapped about with
wood, whereupon did hang figs, and bread,
honey in a pot, and oil], how many sweet and
goodly things it had hanging on it; of the Philosopher's stone, that it turned copper into gold; of
Cornucopia, that it had all things necessary for
food in it, of Panaces the herb, that it was good
for diseases, of Catholicon the drug, that it is
instead of all purges; of Vulcan's armour, that it
was an armour of proof against all thrusts, and
all blows, etc. Well, that which they falsely or
vainly attributed to these things for bodily god,
we may justly and with full measure ascribe
unto the Scripture, for spiritual. It is not only an
armour, but also a whole armoury of weapons,
both offensive and defensive; whereby we may
save ourselves and put the enemy to flight. It is

not an herb, but a tree, or rather a whole paradise
of trees of life, which bring forth fruit every
month, and the fruit thereof is for meat, and the
leaves for medicine. It is not a pot of Manna, or
a cruse of oil, which were for memory only, or
for a meal's meat or two, but as it were a shower
of heavenly bread sufficient for a whole host, be
it never so great; and as it were a whole cellar
full of oil vessels; whereby all our necessities
may be provided for, and our debts discharged.
In a word, it is a Panary of wholesome food,
against renowned traditions; a Physician's shop
(Saint Basil called it) [S. Basil in Psal. primum.] of preservatives against poisoned heresies; a Pandect of profitable laws, against
rebellious spirits; a treasury of most costly jewels, against beggarly rudiments; finally a fountain of most pure water springing up unto
everlasting life. And what marvel? The original
thereof being from heaven, not from earth; the
author being God, not man; the indicter, the
holy spirit, not the wit of the Apostles or Prophets; the Penmen such as were sanctified from the
womb, and endued with a principal portion of
God's spirit; the matter, verity, piety, purity,
uprightness; the form, God's word, God's testimony, God's oracles, the word of truth, the word
of salvation, etc.; the effects, light of understanding, stableness of persuasion, repentance from
dead works, newness of life, holiness, peace,
joy in the holy Ghost; lastly, the end and reward
of the study thereof, fellowship with the Saints,
participation of the heavenly nature, fruition of
an inheritance immortal, undefiled, and that
never shall fade away: Happy is the man that
delighted in the Scripture, and thrice happy that
meditateth in it day and night.
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Murder By Injection The Great Swine Flu Massacre
1976.-- Sixteen Hundred Dead
By Eustice Mullins
A Salutary Warning For Today!
campaign was a test run for a much more
comprehensive
national
plan
of
"eliminating" "non-productive" citizens,
which will be carried out at some later date.
The national program of swine flu injections was hardly under way before alarming "rumours" of sudden death and of
terrible side effects such as various forms
of paralysis began to alarm the American
people. They were "rumours simply belong line of tense and fearful people cause they were suppressed by the nation’s
had formed outside a local "health press, and they were publicly denounced
clinic". The line slowly inched for- as "lies" by every public health official in
ward, into a small room where white-coat- America. After some weeks, during which
ed "technicians" injected each person’s the officials desperately tried to complete
arm with a virulent chemical poison. As their announced goal of inoculating every
the chemical hit their bloodstream, some person in America with this poison, they
of the victims slumped over and died im- finally admitted that "one or two" people
mediately. They were quickly dragged had collapsed and died of acute heart failinto another room, while the "technicians" ure after having been administered the
assured the nervous crowd, "There’s noth- poison. In the ensuing weeks, this figure
ing to worry about. They’ve only passed continued to be revised upward until the
officials admitted that just over two hunout."
dred persons had died after being injected
This shocking scene is familiar enough. with the vaccine. The actual figure, which
We have watched endless movies of these has never been released from Washington,
atrocities, produced by victorious Jews is sixteen hundred persons who died immewho claim that these acts were really car- diately after being injected. Despite these
ried out by Nazis in Germany. The above casualties, the officials continued the proscene, however, is not Germany in 1944. gram of injection until Dec. 16, 1976,
It is the United States, anywhere in this when public outcry became so great that it
country, during the Great Swine Flu Mas- was officially stopped.
sacre of 1976. Only the warped mind of
the Jew could have conceived such a hor- In the crucial period when the officials
ror as celebrating the Bicentennial Year of refused to abandon their program of mass
the United States by carrying out a nation- murder by injection, one public health offial campaign of genocide against its citi- cial in Pennsylvania, a bearded hippie type
zens, and by enlisting the President of the with the accepted "Mad Commissar" apUnited States, Gerald Ford, to personally pearance which is now de rigueur for the
lead this campaign. Ford’s Folly, as it was members of our Marxist bureaucracy,
later known, cost him re-election to the made his contention on national television
White House, as the suppressed informa- that the victims "would have died anytion about the hundreds of victims slowly way". The cynicism of this statement
leaked out, but the true purpose of the

A
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would have done credit to the commandant Jews who regularly mount billion dollar
raids on the United States Treasury. This
of any Soviet death camp in Siberia.
No Nuremberg Trials have been proposed sum represents only one-tenth of the sum
for the officials who planned and executed contributed by American taxpayers to the
the Great Swine Flu Massacre of 1976, nor State of Israel EACH YEAR! The ramifihas the Washington Post’s prize winning cations of the swine flu massacre cannot
teams of "investigative reporters" shown be truly measured by the $135,000,000
any interest in the murders. The explana- windfall for the drug company executives
tion probably is that they are still too busy who had picked up Gerald Ford’s bills for
writing further "revelations" about Water- twenty-five years in Washington, nor by
gate, which they still term "the crime of the the misleading figure of sixteen hundred
century", and which lacked all of the con- dead Americans.
ventional ingredients of sex, death or mon- The real story behind the swine flu
ey, and which consisted solely of a few murders is one of genocide and of a
stooges being lured to break into a Wash- slow-acting poison which may take
ington office with the promise that con- years after the injection to bring on
vincing proof of the Democratic Party’s death by cancer or heart failure. This
connection with Castro’s Communist re- story begins in the ironically named federgime was to be found there. This "proof’, al Centre for Disease Control in Atlanta,
which has never been made public, has Georgia (yes, the same city which pronow become stale news because of Jimmy duced our present leader). First, the federCarter’s desperate campaign to accord Cu- al scientists in this rat’s nest invented a
ba full diplomatic recognition, with the new disease, which they named the "swine
inevitable subsequent billions of dollars flu". To this day, there has never been a
worth of aid to be lavished on its Commu- single case of "swine flu" positively identinist thugs, to the soothing background of fied in any person in the United States! To
George McGovern’s continuing eulogies trigger their demand for a national camto the purity and paign of inoculating their new poison,
the beauty of the scientists claimed that a young solCastro’s great dier at Ft. Dix, New Jersey, had died of
the "swine flu". Now this disease was
soul.
The American ready to ravage the entire population of
public has been the United States, with a projected
led to believe death toll of from sixty to one hundred
that the swine flu million victims! The scientists claimed
massacre was a that this disaster could only be avoided
bipartisan politi- by the inoculation of everyone in the
cal effort, as lead- United States.
ers of both the Democratic and the The fact was that there was not then and
Republican parties joined in the campaign has never been the slightest possibility of
to herd the victims to the death offices of any such epidemic. The young soldier at
the "health" officials. Some supposed that Ft. Dix had been suffering from exhausit was merely another "big money" deal tion after a forced march. He was given
perpetrated by the Zionist biological para- some sort of injection, probably the swine
sites in their unceasing efforts to find new flu vaccine, and then died. This death was
ways to milk their unprotesting host peo- then claimed as the "first victim" of swine
ple. However, the entire swine flu pro- flu. For many years, some of our young
gram amounted to a mere $135,000,000, soldiers, as well as many political prisonwhich is hardly peanuts to the rampaging ers in our prisons, have been subjected to
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"medical experiments" by mad scientists of all mention of the swine flu massacre,
the type which the Jews claim were carried the years in which he lived in luxury in
out by the Nazis. Although thousands of Washington on five dollars a week, or
pages of testimony was taken down at the his malfunctioning nervous system
Nuremberg Trials from Jews who claimed which causes him to fall on his face
to have been the subjects of the Nazi exper- when he has nothing to hold onto ?
iments, their sole purpose in testifying to
these "atrocities" was to lay claim to lifelong payments of benefits, which they
have subsequently collected from the captive German people. In the United States,
thousands of victims of these medical experiments have never been able to collect
anything, including the family of the
young soldier at Ft. Dix. Nevertheless his
death set off an overwhelming national
"demand" for an immediate swine flu vaccine program. The press, as usual, was
only too glad to cooperate in this atrocity. To this day, no one has commented on
Every public health official in the United the fact that all of the victims of the
States leaped into the campaign with their swine flu massacre were elderly white
knee jerk conditioned reflex as soon as Americans. Apparently the Negroes rethey received their orders from Moscow- ceived some warning against taking the
on-the-Potomac. The campaign was given injections, because the technicians reportits final blessing by the less than regal ed that in Negro neighbourhoods, they
figure of the then President of the United found practically no one willing to take the
States, Gerald Ford. The fact that he was shots. (A more likely explanation is that
condemning hundreds of American citi- the health officials were afraid to get out of
zens to death bothered him not for a mo- their vans.) It is now obvious that the
ment, but retribution came in the public swine flu massacre was a dress rehearsal
fear and dismay created by the revelations for a mass "elimination" program of "nonof the many deaths of the swine flu cam- productive" citizens, those elderly white
paign. This fear provided the last straw people, who, having worked forty or fifty
which sent the delicate balance of an unde- years, might now expect some leisure in
cided electorate tipping over to Jimmy their Golden Years. A crucial aspect of
Carter. One of his principal aides, who this extermination campaign is the frantic
later disappeared amidst revelations of bad national press demand for the Right to Die
checks and fraudulent deals, publicly said, and for death with dignity. This campaign
"We would never have made it without the is intended for the thousands of elderly
swine flu victims".
white people in hospitals and nursing
In retrospect, is this so strange, when we homes staffed by Jewish doctors and Nerecall that the entire plan for the massa- gro nurses. Forms have been prepared
cre originated in Atlanta, Georgia, as which state that these people have refused
the base of Carter’s entire Presidential any further care and that they "wish to
effort ? And does this explain the desire die". Whether they sign or not, we may be
of the Jewish television industry to pay certain that after their elimination, there
off Gerald Ford with millions of dollars will be produced for each victim a properfor the story of his life as a "public ly signed and witnessed form attesting to
servant", which of course will exclude their willingness to die, another factor in
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the nightmare world of Jewish Marxism in to the entire population of the United
States!
1984.
We have stated that every public health
official in the United States ritually declared himself in favour of the great swine
flu massacre, as though the order had come
down from the Great Stalin himself. However, in this sorry melange of bloodthirsty
Marxist maniacs who have devoted their
lives to the massacre of their fellow citizens, one white patriot emerged. He was
the famed microbiologist J. Anthony Morris, the leading expert on viral diseases at
the National Institute of Health in Washington (Parade, 3-11-77). Despite his
eminence in his field, Morris remained on
a modest salary because he had never
made the proper overtures to the big drug
dealers, nor did he wish to. For more than
twenty years, he had been attempting to
warn the American people about the dangers of the vaccines endorsed by the public
health officials. He had discovered, after
years of patient research, that there is NO
WAY to measure or control the potency of
any batch of vaccine. Any given batch
might be a hundred times more potent than
the next batch, with possibly fatal results
to the person to whom it would be administered. To this day, the federal government
has methodically suppressed this information. One of the purposes of the swine flu
campaign was to provide computer input
data on variations in the potency of the
vaccine, and to project probable fatalities
in future use of swine flu campaigns. The
insurance industry had paid some officials
for information on the swine flu vaccine,
and with this factual material on its dangers, they refused to provide any insurance
coverage on its use!
It is difficult for the layman to realize that
the insurance industry, which is in the
business of taking risks, would decide that
any substance was so dangerous that it
would offer no coverage on its use, or that
federal officials after seeing the insurance
industry refuse to provide any coverage,
would still insist on its being administered

Not only did the federal officials suppress
the results of Morris’ researches on the
uncontrollable potency of the swine flu
vaccine; they also suppressed proof in his
later researches that the vaccine did not, as
the mad scientists had claimed, produce
antibodies in the human system which
would prevent the flu. Morris proved that
the vaccine produced NO antibodies in the
system and therefore it was worthless as a
a vaccine. In fact, it was biologically
impossible to produce a vaccine composed
of dead "swine flu virus" when no such
virus existed! Continuing his research on
the vaccine, J. Anthony Morris found that
the vaccine actually increased one’s susceptibility to side effects of flu. The victims who had been exhorted by the federal
officials to take the vaccine actually were
exposing themselves to even worse effects
of the flu.
By this time, his fellow
officials were doing
everything possible to
suppress the results of
Morris’ work. He later said, "There is a
close tie between government scientists and
manufacturing scientists. And I was hurting the market for
flu vaccine." The federal government
maintains strict regulations for handling
such poisons as strychnine and cyanide,
but these same officials concealed the fact
that the swine flu vaccine and other federally recommended medicines are as dangerous as these well known poisons.
Morris was now relieved of his official
title as influenza control officer. His research material was hauled away and disposed of and thousands of test animals on
which he had proven his results were destroyed. However, Morris still continued
his desperate struggle to save the American people from this disaster. He warned
that public use of the swine flu vaccine
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would result in serious neurological dam- can ex-soldiers had gathered for a reunion
age. Since then, hundreds of people who at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel in Philadeltook the injection have been afflicted with phia. Some Jews needed the famous old
a form of paralysis called the "Guillain- hotel to put together a "package" for a new
Barre syndrome", a rare disease which had real estate development. What better way
been almost unknown in the United States. than to drive it into bankruptcy by a fatal
Federal officials then released "studies" of disease among its patrons ? A Negro
the victims claiming that most of them had employee of the hotel, a charter member of
not taken the swine flu vaccine! Subse- the Communist Party in Pennsylvania,
quent lawsuits by some of the victims agreed to test a new "crowd control" weaprevealed that these "studies" were entirely on developed by the mad scientists in Atfictitious! They had been invented by the lanta. A batch was sent to the Aberdeen
federal officials. However, Morris’ final Proving Grounds nearby, where it was
warning was the most shocking of all. His picked up by the Negro. It was decided to
researches proved that the swine flu vac- test the weapon on the Legionnaires for a
cine was carcinogenic! It had caused can- reason which many will find incredible,
cer in his test animals. This meant that and which dates back some thirty years. In
every person who took this vaccine faced the late 1940's, a few World War One
the strong probability that at some later veterans attempted to turn their local
stage, he would develop a malignant can- American Legion chapters into active anticer somewhere in his system. The people Communist organizations. The Commuwho had had the injections and who were nist Hollywood Ten, a group of Jews who
now congratulating themselves that they had publicly flaunted their allegiance to
had not had a heart attack or that they had Moscow, quickly churned out a number of
not been paralysed by the Guillain-Barre movies in which the American Legion
syndrome now faced the danger of a future members were caricatured as fat, drunken
death by cancer. At this revelation, the boobs, a slander which remains a cliché of
National Institute of Health fired Mor- the Jewish controlled movies and televiris for "insubordination." They had sion. This prompt reaction by the Commuordered him not to release the results of nists was due to their terrible fear of any
his tests. The subsequent history on this native, uniformed group which might oppatriot is a sad commentary on the plight pose them. When one such group apof a public-spirited man. Penniless and peared in the South a few years ago, the
unemployed, he has found it almost impos- Columbians, the FBI spent five million
sible to sue the entrenched Marxist bureau- dollars to infiltrate and destroy it, and sent
crats. The millions of Americans whom he its leader to prison on perjured testimony.
fought to save have not one dollar to con- The Communists remembered the veterans
tribute to him in his plight, as all their in Russia who fought the Bolshevik resavings will go to doctors to fight the gime, and the loyal German veterans who
paralysis and cancer induced by the vac- formed the National Socialist Party to decine which he fought feat the Communists in Germany. Every
weapon of hate had to be turned against
to ban.
Like the swine flu, the any uniformed American group which opfamous "Legionnaires posed Communism, and for a few brief
disease" also was the months in the late 1940's, the American
product of Carter’s Legion seemed to be such a group. It was
henchmen at the Dis- quickly infiltrated, and its anti-Communist
ease Control office in stance became a fading memory, but the
Atlanta. A group of elderly white Ameri- Communist hatred for the Legionnaires
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remained as intense as ever. For this reason, it was decided to test the new murder
weapon on the Legionnaires. The idea
behind the new weapon was prompted by
the development of urban warfare techniques, to gain control of a large building
held by opposing forces, without destroying the building. The mad scientists came
up with a derivative of nickel carbonyl
which could be fed into a building’s cooling or heating system, and which would
kill everyone in the building. They would
collapse with irreversible damage to their
hearts and respiratory systems. The Negro
fed a fairly weak concentration of nickel
carbonyl into the air conditioning system
of the Bellevue Stratford Hotel during the
meeting of the American Legionnaires.
Because it was a test, the scientists had
made a weak concentration. They did not
wish to kill everyone in the building, but to
discover if it would, as promised on test
animals, have a potentially fatal effect. A
number of the Legionnaires sickened and
died. The health officials then released the
story that they had died of a form of respiratory infection. The results were very
pleasing to the scientists, as their test had
proved that a concentration of nickel carbonyl ten times stronger than that used at
the Bellevue Stratford Hotel would kill
everyone in a large modern building. However, to this day the officials claim they
have no idea what caused the
"Legionnaires disease". The fact is that, as
the patriot J. Anthony Morris tried to
warn us, the federal government is dangerous to your health. Every citizen
must become aware that the federal public health officials, stoned to the ears,
with their long Trotsky type hairdos
flying in the breeze, have successfully
carried out one massacre after another
in the United States. YOU HAVE
BEEN WARNED.
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The House of Blessing
By
Patience Strong

O

ut of Egypt God His people brought.
From Judah’s branch came David’s
royal race,
But Israel another Canaan sought
And found in Britain her appointed place.
Later, as God’s wondrous plan unrolled
Came Joseph, drawing saints from far and near
With the greatest story ever told.
Christendom was surely cradled here.
Glastonbury! Tor and Chalice Well,
Thorn of Spring that flowers on Christmas Day.
Charm with the enchantment of a spell
That stirs the hearts of all who pass this way.
Here is the Divinely given ground,
The ground, they say, our Saviour walked upon.
Was it His abode that Joseph found
On the lovely Isle of Avalon?
We of British blood and Christian creed
Who claim descent from Abrahamic seed
Come, like Joseph, to this holy place
To build a house of blessing and of grace.
Continued next page.
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Patience Strong (1907-1990) (born Wini-

Christian Identity
On
Internet Radio

fred Emma May) was one of Britain’s most
famous poets of the 20th century. She was also
well known for her Christian-Israel faith. From
1935-1946 Strong had a poem a day in The
Quiet Corner in The Daily Mirror, the British
Saturdays at 8pm EST
tabloid which is supported by the Labour Party.
From 1946 her column was transferred to the Yahweh's Covenant People,
www.talkshoe.com/tc/21924
Daily Pictorial (later The Sunday Mirror).
Strong also wrote poems to the weekly magazine Woman’s Own and to This England. Her
Saturdays and Sundays:
lovely and inspiring poems have additionally Come Out of Her, Hosted by Sword
been printed in books, magazines, wall calenBrethren,
dars, greeting cards, place mats, and porcelain
ornaments. Patience Strong’s poem Jealousy
Saturdays 5:00pm EST,
was recorded by a number of artists, including
Hutch, Gracie Fields, Vera Lynn, Richard Tau- http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/ta
lkCast.jsp?masterId=21924&cmd=tc )
ber, and Billy Fury.

Sundays 4:30 pm & 9:00 pm EST
The House of Blessing is a dedicatory poem
which was written for the opening of Mount
Avalon at Glastonbury.

Sundays:

Voice of Christian Israel,
12 Noon EST
www.talkshoe.com/tc/22187

From our Danish Correspondent

Letters And Views

Sundays and Wednesdays: Regular shows
by Pastor Dan Johns

Sir,
By Yahweh's Design
The Christmas article in Issue number 5 is most Sundays at 10 am and Wednesdays at 8 pm
informative. I did not know the numerical mean(EST)
ing of HO, HO, HO. Looking up my Oxford
www.talkshoe.com/tc/25929
English Reference Dictionary we see that HO,
HO, HO. means derision, surprise or triumph.
Satan’s derision, our surprise and Satan’s triumph, which will fail: as per scripture prophecy.
European Fellowship Call

New Thursday Fortnightly
Hosted By Bill Finck

While reading the article I was facing a card
from my wife - starlit sky, HO, HO, HO, and
“merry Christmas” but no Santa Claus. Referring
to my dictionary I was reminded that “merry”
also means slightly drunk.
How can we deal with this Satanic spell? Hint
from Martin Luther: “... The devil cannot bear
scorn”And from Thomas More: “The devil - the
proud spirit - cannot endure to be mocked.” The
best then is laughter - HA, HA, HA. This is
numerically correct too. There are 6 letters between H and A. We have returned his 666 back
to him, where it will stick until his destruction.
.....
Duncan H. Henderson.
London UK.

(For those on Greenwich Meantime 5pm,
Central European Time 6pm and South
African Time 7pm)
Join in on 4th & 18th March and
fortnightly thereafter
www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/tcForward.jsp?m
asterId=67332&cmd=tcf
Tel No. +1 724 444 7444
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Announcements
The Christian Defence
League
New Christian Crusade Church
PO Box 25
Mandeville, LA 70470. USA.
Tel. No. +1 6017498565

The Chronicles Of The
Migrations Of The
Twelve Tribes Of Israel
From The Caucasus
Mountains Into Europe
By
Pastor Eli James
The above PowerPoint presentation is
available at Pastor Eli’s website:

www.anglo-saxonisrael.com
Parts 1 - 6 plus a short introduction
can now be viewed or downloaded the latest addition part 6 covers the
German people in relation to the
migrations of the Tribes of Israel.

The New Ensign
Can be contacted
by e-mail

Lawful Rebellion
Meetings
Reclaim Our Sovereignty
6 Mar Bournemouth (BCG Local &
UKColumn.org)
20 Mar Blackpool (BCG Roadshow & to be
confirmed)
26 Mar Heathrow London (Alternative View
4 — Various Speakers)
Apr Canadian Holocaust Talk — Kevin Annett
— 911Truth (date & location TBC)
Apr Fighting Child-Snatching by the State
(BCG Roadshow & partners) (date & location
TBC)
24 Apr Liverpool (BCG Roadshow &
partners)
2 May Totnes (Truth Movement)
29 May Leeds (BCG Roadshow & partners)
19 June Stoke on Trent (BCG Roadshow
Main Conference)
26 June Bristol (BCG Roadshow
Further venues for the autumn / winter will be
posted.
www.thebcgroup.org.uk
wwvv.lawfulrebellion.org
www.lawfulrebellion.org.uk
www.ukcolumn.org

The British Constitution
Group
7 Holland Road
Wallasey
Wirral
CH45 7QZ
Telephone 07813 529 383
Email info@thebcgroup.org.uk

Previous Issues
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org/site/
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